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Shaul Kagan 

REB AHARON KOTLER '"lT 

Ten Years After His Passing 

HORAV AHARON KOTLER i!~1::l7 j?'il 1';7 was born in Svis· 

Jovitz, White Russia, in 5652 ( 1891) and passed away 

in Brooklyn, New York, on 2 Kislev, 5723. J)uring his 

years in Europe-as Rosh Yeshiva in Kletzk, and his 

later years in America-as Rosh Yeshiva in Bais Med· 

rosh Gevoha, in Lakewood, New Jersey, he was a 

dominant Torah personality. 

This article, presented during the season of Shavuos, 

the Festival of Receiving the Torah, is excerpted from 

un appreciation of Rcb Aharon written by RABRI SHAUL 

KAGAN, a longtime talmid in Bais Medrosh Gevoha. 
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A DECADE: A MOMENT IN TIME, AND AN ETERNITY. To 
those who knew the Rosh Y cshiva he seems at once 
to have been with us yesterday, and to have been 
gone for an immeasurable span. 

His words remain our constant companions-"The 
Rosh Yeshiva said-"-"The Rosh Yeshiva held-." 
The freshness of his memory does not diminish with 
the passage of years. Transcending the immediacy of 
his teachings and of the photograph carried in his 
talmidim's pockets, the picture of spiritual greatness 
remains vivid in our 1ninds. True, gadlus cannot be 
quantified. In fact, it can barely be defined. But it 
may perhaps be in place to put to paper one's personal 
recollections and impressions. 

We knew Rcb Aharon as the Adam Gadol, the 
great man-as the Rosh Yeshiva-and as the Manhig 
Hador, the generation's pre-e1ninent leader of our 
People, a People whose genius it has always been that 
its leaders were both sages and saints. But the facets 
of Reb Aharon's personality are not divisible. He was 
all three at once. And as all three he dominated the 
building of Torah in America, and illuminated his age. 

The Rosh Yeshiva 

During the waning days of the 
year 5700-as Torah Jewrv lVas 
e1nitting its last dying breath on the 
European Continent, an undisputed 
leader of his age, Hagaon Reb 
Chaim Ozer Grodzenski, found 
solace, as he told Reh Elchonon 
Wasser111an: "Reh Aharon will 
build Torah in America." 

R EE AHARON WAS FIRST AND FOREMOST THE ROSH 

YESHIVA. He was known to the world as "the 
Rosh Yeshiva," and it was as such that he 

addressed himself to the problems of the Kial. From 
his conviction that the purpose of Israel is the study 
of Torah, he saw the yeshivos as the consummation of 
the Divine Will and the salvation of Kial Yisroel. 

In the words of a leading contemporary, wherever 
Reb Aharon would have been there would have been 
a yeshiva. For Reb Aharon was not a Rosh Yeshiva 
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by choice, certainly not by profession, but out of 
simple existential condition. Thus, Reb Aharon went 
about the spiritual wastelands of America with the 
Torah-not unlike the Holy One, Blessed be He, 
Who went from nation to nation before Sinai-facing 
rejection after rejection: "Rabbi, please don't bother 
us," "Rabbi, you're wasting your time," till the force 
of his convictions and the urgency of his message finally 
prevailed-many of his detractors becoming his 
staunchest supporters. 

Reb Aharon transcended the walls of his own 
Yeshiva and was the Rosh Yeshiva of all yeshivas: 
Jn the early days of the war he was a leading spirit 
in the hatzala (rescue) effort to save the fleeing 
re1nnants of the European yeshivos, who were later to 
breathe life into the American and Israeli yeshivos .... 
Jn 1948, during and after the fighting in Eretz Yisroel, 
the yeshivos there were on the verge of financial 
collapse. In spite of the severe financial condition of 
his own Yeshiva, Reb Aharon was a pri1nary force in 
raising over $100,000 for them in several weeks ... . 
Ile was the founder and pillar of Chinuch Atzmai .. . 
a major power in "Tashbar" . . . chairman of the 
Rabbinical Council of Torah Umesorah-and the list 
goes on. If a Rosh Yeshiva is by definition one who 
perpetuates and disseminates Torah, then Reb Aharon 
was indeed the Rosh Yeshiva of Kial Yisroel. And 
in the broadest sense, in that Reb Aharon was a fina1 
arbiter of dews Torah, all of Israel may be said to 
have sat at his feet, with Reb Aharon as its Rosh 
Yeshiva. 

That Special Energy 

IN HIS EFFORTS FOR TORAH, Reb Aharon knew no 
fatigue, as he knew no fatigue in his efforts to breathe. 

We re1nember Reb Aharon in continuing motion 
from early morning to late in the night-without food, 
\Vithout respite. He was in fact frail-but powered 
by a special spiritual grace: rallying support for his 
Yeshiva, for Chinuch Atzmai, for Agudath Israel, 
n1eeting the demands of whatever crisis faced cforah 
Jewry, Reb Aharon was the Yissochor and Zevulun
source of both material needs and spiritual sustenance. 

We remember Reb Aharon saying the shiyur ( lec
ture) despite a high fever; and an older student recalls 
Reh Aharon delivering a shiyur in his Yeshiva in Kletsk 
-a presentation of several hours' duration-coughing 
blood, but proceeding with the same sparkle, concen
tration. and verve as ever. The Torah energized Reb 
Aharon, replenishing his vigor, "the Ark carrying its 
bearer." And we remember Reb Aharon in his final 
illness-semi-conscious-words of 1·orah pouring from 
llis lips. Torah was the breath of his life; and so long 
as he breathed, he breathed Torah. 

The Yeshiva gave him his strength and his stamina. 
He would arrive at the Yeshiva after a week of 
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exertion on behalf of Torah and Kial, radiating joy at 
his return to the welJspring of his existence, never 
failing to express the hope that the next week he would 
be able to return earlier .... 

The Nature of Torah 
an<l the Shape of the Yeshiva 

REH AHARON WOULD TELL ba'alei batim (lay leaders): 
"The purpose of the Yeshiva is not the Roshei Yeshivos 
or Rabbonim or educators that it produces, but simply 
the development of true bnei 1'orah, versed not only 
in the fundamentals of Torah but in the fundamental 
nature of Torah, to whom Torah is the throb and pulse 
of life. The Yeshiva is the repository of the masoras, 
securing the future of Torah and of Kial Yisroel." 

In truth, Reb Aharon's every activity, on both the 
personal and co1nmunal level, pulsated with his total 
identification with 'forah, but it was as Rosh Yeshiva 
that he consciously taught Torah, the nature of Torah 
and the approach to Torah. 

Thus Reb Aharon in his role as Rosh Yeshiva conics 
clearly into focus through an understanding of his 
concept of the nature of Torah itself-as he sensed 
it, embodied it, and conveyed it. 

"Torah," Reb Aharon used to say, "is above 
time and space, and if the An1erican context is 
not cause for undermining Torah's integrity, 
neither does it give reason to alter the character 
of the yeshiva." Form follows function and both 
must be as unalterable as the Torah itself. And 
he cast the yeshiva in its classic mold. 

"Torah," Reb Aharon taught, "is the purpose 
and goal of Creation, the destiny of the Jew-the 
highest form of worship and the consummation of 
the Divine Will; both the means and the ends 
of human fulfillment. Through Torah alone man 
unites with his Creator-for G-d and His word 
are one. Through Torah, 1nan rises above the 
ordinary to the sublime, the mundane to the 
spiritual, the profane to the Holy, and finally. 
mortality to i1nmortality." 

"Torah is greater than the su1n of rnitz·vos-its 
commandments. It is the source from where the 
kedusha of the 1nitzvos flows; the 1nitzvos being 
the essential means whereby man sanctifies his 
body and soul to absorb the Torah itself; the 
purifying effect of Torah in turn expands the 
dimensions of his 1nitzvos, increasing his absorp
tive capacity for Torah, ad infinituni." 

Reh Aharon once expressed hi111self to this lrriter, 
ivith a laugh, that there are those lvho consider the 
study of Torah as a mere mitzvahi comparable to other 
111itzvos ! 

"Torah is as infinite as its c:reator and no inan 
can claim to have completed it. Torah study 
merits the greatest rewards in this world and in 
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the World to Come-the greater the diligence the 
greater the reward. And those who engage in 
Torah-the bnei Torah-dwell at the pinnacle of 
the World to Come." 

"'Torah is the source of all that is 1neritorious. 
Time wasted from Torah is the source of all 
evil, the gravest of sins, for it subverts the nature 
and purpose of Creation." 

To Reb Aharon it was inconceivable that any 
Jew could find permanent satisfaction other than 
in Torah itself. "The Holy One, Blessed be He, 
say Chazal, has naught in this world but the 
Four Ells of Ha1acha. How can man aspire to 
gain more from this world than G-d Hin1self!' 1 

At the close of a Yo1n Tov, the Yeshiva was engaged 
in its usual "Sinichas Yoni Tov" in the dining roorn. 
Reb Aharon had spoken on a relevant topic and was 
in an elevated n1ood. At the tern1ination of his talk, the 
talmidim generally sang a tune to the M!(>rds fro1n 
Psalm.v "Were it not for Thy Torah being my delight, 
I ivould succu1nb to 111y poverty . ... " 

Reb Aharon interrupted the sinRing: "/1nagine.' Davit[ 
the King was the lVealthiest 1nan in history. Verses in 
Tanach list a fortune of incalculable magnitude. Yet 
King David felt himself drowning in a sea of poverty, 
but for the Torah, his only enduring, transcendinR 
possession!" 

1'he vision of Reb Aharon exclahninR those lVords 
conveyed more than any conceivable lecture on the 
ultimate fulfillment and happiness to be found in 
Torah. With Torah as his possession, Reh Aharon 
lacked not/zing. 

1-lis Phenon1enal Love 
REB AHARON'S OWN LOVE FOR TORAH STUDY was phe
non1enal. As he studied, his face strained with con
ccntration-s1niling-even laughing-out of rapture. 
l'his love was extended to whoever was engaged in 
Torah and expressed itself in the boundless pleasure he 
drew fro1n seeing others learn. 

His legendary hasmada (diligence) must be credited 
not so n1uch to intellectual pleasure or a sense of 
duty, as to his recognition of the value of Torah and 
the inestimable fulfillment that it gave him. To Reb 
Aharon, every word of Torah he learned added a fresh 
din1ension to his life-a point that he stresses in his 
writings---conceiving this, as it were, out of his O\Vn 
experience. One cou1d witness in Rcb Aharon the 
liberating identity-creating force of Torah, following the 
Chazal that there are none who are free save those 
that arc engaged in the study of Torah. 

An A 1nerican Rosh Yeshiva re1narked that in 
every conversation lvith Reh Aharon he lvould 
prompt him to pronounce the lvord "Torah" to 
see his reaction. For when Reh Aharon spoke 
about 1'orah, he took on a new life, a quickening 
and agitation. 
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It did not require much to bring Reh Aharon to 
talk about Torah. The word was ever on his lips. In 
virtually every conversation, regardless of the topic
in every public speech, no matter what the occasion, 
he eventually turned to Torah, urging and pleading 
everyone to join him in his own involvement. 

His speech was often unclear. He alone fully grasped 
the significance of his message-but there could be no 
mistaking the urgency of his appeal: Torah is not for 
the chosen felV. Torah is the soul of every Je1v and 
every Jew has the capability and obligation to achieve 
-to a greater or lesser degree-its end. If a Jett} 
believes that he does not love the 1'orah, it is because 
this love had not been cultivated. Learn;ng itself is the 
niost select instrurnent for developing receptivity to 
Torah. He even succeeded in instilling this belief and 
this feeling a1nong wide circles outside of the yeshivas. 

Reb Aharon strongly opposed yeshiva students pur
suing secular studies, as a limitless waste-exchanging 
for even a moment the infinite fulfil1n1ent of the Divine 
Torah for mere human knowledge. 

In the same vein, Rcb Aharon saw involvement in 
secular studies as the ultimate indignity to the word 
of G-d, implying a rejection of Torah for its relative 
inadequacy in meeting man's need for absolute 
fulfillment. 

Reb Aharon persistently stressed the integrity 
of the Torah. He agonized over attempts-par
ticularly by those presumably in the Orthodox 
can1p-to distort Torah. "Torah, Divine in origin, 
in essence above human comprehension. n1ust 
remain free of human content and distortion. It 
must retain that purity of form and shape as when 
it was given at Sinai-to 1naintain its viability 
and its truth. One cannot synthesize or integrate 
Torah with any foreign clement-it is a perver
sion of Torah and an undermining of the very 
existence of the Torah nation." Reb Aharon 
pointed out in a published essay that wherever 
the integrity of the Torah was violated, the Jews 
as a nation eventually disappeared before the tide 
of assimilation. 

"To preserve the integrity of Torah"'-continucs 
Reb Aharon-"demands of Torah disciples the 
concentration of every resource of volition and 
intellect, and requires the indisputed authenticity 
of the transmission of Torah-the n1asora-in an 
unbroken chain fro1n Moshe to the present day." 

Reh Aharon would repeatedly emphasize t\vo v.1ords: 
"Omo/ Torah" (laboring in Torah) and "Ohl Torah" 
(the yoke of Torah). "Torah is infinite in its depth 
and breadth, and only through extreme exertion could 
inan hope for some acquisition in small measure." 
Reb Aharon, for all his intellectual genius, presented 
a picture of extreme effort in Torah study. More than 
a n1erc search for knowledge, this was an extension of 
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his total self-negation and subjugation to Torah. For 
Reb Aharon never attempted to impose his own con
cept of what was logical or his own preconceptions 
on the Torah he studied, but would accept relationships 
as delineated in the Torah as axiomatic. He would 
repeatedly review the passages of Talmud and com
mentaries, relate it with others until the logic behind 
it impressed itself upon him, and then followed its 
reasoning to its conclusion. This self-negation allowed 
the Torah to be his complete intellectual master. One 
might say that lectures were not Reb Aharon talking, 
as much the Torah talking through him. "It is impera
tive," Reh Aharon was wont to say, "to avoid reducing 
the Torah to human level, but to raise man's logic to 
that of the Torah." 

As the neshomo (soul) permeates the entire body, 
so must the Torah-the soul of Creation and of Israel, 
to use Reb Aharon's words-permeate the whole man. 
Torah must be accepted on its own terms. 

His "Derech" 
THIS WRITER IS HARDLY EQUIPPED TO PRESENT an 
exposition of Reb Aharon's methodology-his "derech 
halilnud." His incisive analysis, lucid exposition, pro
found reasoning, grace and elegance of thought-they 
are all fairly well known. Fundamentally, his concept 
of Torah was an extension of his search for unadorned 
truth (an attitude that extended to such minutiae as 
rejecting a proposed receipt-book because it featured a 
touched-up picture of the Yeshiva). The Patriarchs, 
Reb Aharon once explained, achieved their faith 
through their trait of truth and their uncompromising 
search for truth. He would search out proof not just 
for his conclusions. but for every turn of his reasoning. 

His particular forte in learning was "hekef"-inte
grating all sources and passages pertaining to the topic, 
and the ramifications of all conclusions. If a particular 
conclusion could not harmonize with all the pertinent 
passages-with "Shas," one might say-then it was 
false, beauty of the thought notwithstanding. 

His Mission 
REB AJIARON ALSO TAUGHT THE NATURE OF THE Gadol. 
"The Rav must be comparable to an angel." An angel 
can acco111plish but one mission; that is, it only exists 
for that mission which encompasses the frame of his 
entire existence. Reh Aharon was comparable to an 
angel, for he seemed to exist not for himself or his 
family or even his own spiritual advancement, but 
solely for his mission of propagating Torah. 

A Rosh Yeshiva's success is measured by his ability 
to instill his concepts into his talmidim. To Reb 
Aharon's credit he attracted and inspired an entire 
generation of A1nerican youth. Lacking the idiom of 
the land, not a remarkable orator in the popular 
sense, his eloquence lay in the content of his words 
and the passion with which he spoke them. 
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Reb Aharon's strength as a teacher was the living 
example he provided of Torah rooted in his every fiber. 
Perhaps the best instance was witnessing the Rosh 
Yeshiva saying the shiyur. 

His face earnest and strained in almost unbearable 
intensity. The fires, burning in his soul, mirrored 
in his eyes-those brilliant, piercing eyes that were 
a study in themselves-glowing blue embers. The 
movements of his hands following the flow of his 
ivords-his words like hammer blows, racing after 
each other from his mouth in furious haste-his 
voice rising and falling, crashing in an impatient 
surge again.st the increasing tension in the room
questioning, explaining, expounding in a mounting 
crescendo ... finally reaching the climax, his face 
suffused with light, radiating joy, smiling, even 
laughing-out of almost sensual pleasure-the spark 
of eternity shining through his eyes. His entire mien, 
crying, exclaiming, exulting in the eternal fulfillment 
of Torah, proclaiming its beauty and truth-its beauty 
being its truth--overwhelming everyone with his own 
soaring spirit, drawing all to conze join and rejoice 
in the delight of G-d and man! "Fortunate was the 
eye that beheld all these, for to hear with our ears 
our hearts mourn" (Machzar Yom Kippur). 

After the shiyur ... 

It is characteristic of Gedolim that they can bridge 
the chasm between the years, and despite their ad
vanced age, bind the youth to themselves; for the 
truth and purity of their convictions strikes a responsive 
chord in the idealism of youth. 

Beyond doubt, the Rosh Yeshiva's ability to instill 
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his lessons in his students also rested in his ahility to 
relate to them. His heart held love for all creation, all 
of Yisroel, all b'nei Torah, but "Disciples are like 
sons" if not more. In fact, his widow, the much-revered 
Rebbetzin, once remarked, "He loves his grandchildren 
almost as much as his talmidim." 

Reb Aharon, undergoing surgery, attributed his 
suffering for failing to have sufficient sympathy for a 
suffering ta/mid. . .. Reb Aharon, giving away a pair 
of his shoes to a student whose own were torn. . . . 
Reb Aharon using personal funds to pay a talmid's 
carfare home, to permit him to stay a few days longer 
in Yeshiva. 

While Reb Aharon was often scathingly sharp when 
challenging a foolishness in his mussar shmuessen 
(ethics lectures), he was virtually never angry on a 
personal level. Striving for perfection in himself and 
his students, he chastised with gentleness, not scorn, 
pleading with his talmidim to improve-like a child, 
pleading for what is most precious to its heart. 

His mussar, like his shiyurim, was all-embracing: 
on Torah, prayer, teshuvah and especially on ethical 
values. 

He could spend a considerable portion of his 
shn1uessen on the inconsideracy of raising one's voice 
in conversation, on neat appearance, on punctuality
all seemingly trivial, but significant when viewed as a 
mark of respect towards fellow man. 

In one lecture, he chided the students for discussing 
trivialities rather than Torah-not so much because of 
time taken from Torah, but for the lack of considera
tion of filling another's mind and time with trivialities. 

But more: he opened our minds with the personal 
portrait of ethical perfection that he provided. 

On the highway he would divert the driver away 
from the automatic toll booth to a manned one: 
"It's not k'vod habriyos (respectful of humanity) to 
pass up a man for a machine-as though the man 
were redundant." 

ONE OF REB AHARON'S GREATEST CONTRIBUTIONS was, 
without doubt, the raising of the K'vod Hatorah (the 
esteem of the Torah) : the acceptance of the class ot 
b·nei Torah, especially Kolel men who devote them
selves to intensive Torah learning; and above all, the 
creation of a standard of excellence in the American 
setting. 

AFTER THE HOLOCAUST, JUDAISM WAS IN TRAUMA. 

Reh Aharon's success in transplanting Torah from one 
set of conditions to another, infinitely more difficult 
one, was an achievement that transcends greatness, 
for he became a living link in the chain of masoras, 
stretching from Moshe to the Moshiach, achieving 
immortality within his own lifetime. 
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Manhig Hadar-Leader of Kial Yisroel 

When Reb Aharon was a young 
boy studying in Slabodke, he met 
with the sage of his generation Ha
gaon Reh Chaim of Brisk. Reh 
Chaim subsequently said, "Someday 
half the world will rest on this 
boy's shoulders." 

The sequel took place in 1945. 
The Brisker Rav. son of Reh Chaim, 
surveyed the enormity of the disaster 
that had befallen l srael and sighed, 
"As least Hashem has done us one 
grace; He has left us Reh Aharon." 

REB AHARON THE MANHIG HADOR WAS JN LARGE 

MEASURE the extension of Reb Aharon-the 
Rosh Yeshiva-the fate of the two, Yeshiva 

and Kial, essentially indivisible. Reb Aharon had two 
overriding concerns: the centrality of Torah, and its 
authority as sole guide and arbiter over the communal 
and personal affairs of the nation; and the preservation 
of the Jewish People in their spiritual and physical 
integrity. Reb Aharon saw in the People the repository 
of the Torah, and in the Torah the guarantor of the 
nation's continued existence. 

For the attainment of both ends, Reb Aharon's 
first step in coming to this country as a penniless war 
refugee was (as mentioned) in hatzala. The Jewish 
secular establishment, in general, was lethargic. He 
found but a small group of dedicated individuals 
actively involved in this effort. He was instrumental 
in broadening the base of the rescue effort, crying 
like Reb Yoehanan of old, "Give me Yavneh and 
its scholars." Priority was given to the remnants of 
the yeshivas in Siberia, Shanghai, and whatever tem
porary haven they had found-but the hatzala efforts 
were extended to whoever could be grasped from the 
clutches of Nazi terror. 

Reb Aharon's personal needs were non-existent in 
face of the monumental task at hand. On the very 
next day after his arrival at Pennsylvania Station he 
was on the phone asking those who had met him what 
had been done since. . . . A colleague recalls Reb 
Aharon borrowing train fare home after a Vaad 
Hatzala meeting. 

Typically, he confronted then-Secretary of the 
Treasury, Henry Morgenthau Jr., fist banging on the 
table: "The Secretary's position is not worth a single 
Jewish life." 

Reb Aharon's interests were universal, the orbit of 
his activities world-wide. 

His Kial activities increased and broadened after 
the war, for time was ripe for an infusion of more 
Yiddishkeit and more Torah on the American scene .... 
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The emergence of the Zionist State sharpened the 
Kulturkampf on both sides of the world. . . . There 
was virtual1y no crisis the world over, affecting Torah 
or Kial that Reb Aharon did not confront, taking the 
1ead in defense against attacks from within and 
without. As a leader who carried ultimate responsibility, 
Reb Aharon never waited to be asked; nor did he seek 
public approval. In the words of Gadol after Gadol 
"When Reb Aharon is present, we do not have the 
audacity . ... " 

He would have preferred to devote himself fully to 
Torah studies. What talmid does not remember the 
Rosh Yeshiva trying to write, to learn. between phone 
calls-sighing once to a bachur, "See'! You 1nust ]earn 
when you're young." 

This writer recalls a wedding Reb Aharon attended 
At every turn, he was involved in Klal affairs . . 
With one Rabbi discussing infiuences that could 
be brought to bear on a meeting (then in session) 
of European Rabbis;-with another, how to insure 
the selection of the 1nost desirable principal in a 
Long Island day school;- with yet another, a co1np!ex 
halachic question of broad ramifications-Reh 
Aharon rendering a decision, clearly, quickly, 
concisely;-during the wedding celebrat;on, in 
another rootn at the same hotel, Reh Aharon 
addressing the forn1ative n1eeting of a new rabbinical 
organization;-and so it went the entire evening. 

Reb Aharon would reject compromise not only in 
fear of its peril, but because of its essential invalidity. 
(~haracteristic was his statement on the eve of his 
death that it was preferable to close Jewish high 
schools than allow them to be co-educational. ... He 
Jed the war and issued the ban against Rabbinic or
ganizations of "n1ixed" composition (Orthodox-Con
servative-Reform) .... Reb Aharon directed the battle 
against conscription of women into the Israeli anny. 
c1in1a.xing in the de1nonstration on 73rd Street in 
Manhattan. to which he sent his entire Yeshiva.-As 
for the threats against continued support to the Ye
shiva. he replied 'They may close the Yeshiva, but 
I \vill not retreat from my daas Torah." (The late 
Brisker R.av remarked that as long as Reb Aharon 
was in America, there would be no compulsory con
scription in Israel.) ... Reb Aharon fought the es
tablishment of a so-called "Sanhedrin., or world 
spiritual center ( clin1axing with his fa1nous defense 
of the Brisker Rav) for what he termed the usurping 
of Torah authority. . . . The list goes on endlessly
against the Conservative "Kesuba," defending the in

tegrity of shechita and the sanctity of the synagogue. 
secret efforts for Jewry in the Soviet Union. the absurd 
question of Mihu Yehudi (suggesting non-halachic 
basis for Jewishness), the sanctity of Yerushalayim. 
and countless more-often in the background, but 
always the decisive and authoritative force. 
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The Organized Expression of Kial Yisroel 
IN PURSUIT OF HIS OBJECTIVES-recognizing no legiti
macy in Kial Yisroel other than the Torah and its 
authoritative spokesmen-Reh Aharon postulated an 
independent Orthodoxy, self-reliant, uncompromising 
and non-subservient to the Secular and Zionist estab
lishment. The major vehicle of this independence was, 
of course, the Agudath Israel movement, conceived 
not as a political party-he viewed partisan politics 
with repugnance-but as the organizational arm of 
united Orthodoxy-the instrument of implementing the 
policies and decision of the Moetzes Gedolei Hatorah 
(Council of Torah Sages). 

"The Gedolei Torah (Torah leaders) of the 
previous generation underscored the urgency of 
Agudath Israel. During recent years in general. 
and particularly since the establishment of Me
dinas Yisroel, it has been confirmed for us to 
what extent we need Agudath Israel." 

(Fourth Knessiya Gedo/a-Sivan, 5714) 
"The purpose of Agudath Israel is to be Me

kadesh Shein Shon1ayin1 and to elevate esteem for 
Torah in all times and circumstances. When a Jew 
joins the Agudah, he reaffirms his belief in the 
Jewish people as a sacred nation, and that Kial 
Yisroel must conduct itself with loyalty to Torah. 

" ... For Agudath Israel provides that central 
force that proclaims that Kial Yisroel must be 
subserviant to Torah." 

(Thirty-fifth National Convention of 
Agudath Israel of America-I958) 

"There are many who claim that they subscribe 
to personal Judaism (yechidim Yiddishkeit). -
They do not consent to an organized band. But 
individuals can accomplish nothing." 

(Thirty-seventh National Convention of 
Agudath Israel of America) 

Yet the Agudah could never be an end unto itself, 
and if a specific goal was best realized through an 
outside agency, the interests of the Agudah as such 
were secondary. When once asked why the Yeshiva 
haclzurhn are not 1nore actively involved in the Agudah 
he reputedly answered that the very purpose of Agudah 
was that the Yeshiva bachurim should be able to 
devote the1nsclvcs exclusively to Torah, and not the 
reverse. 

As chairman of the Moetzes Gedolei Hatorah. Reb 
Aharon was both theorist and activist) making the 
decisions and then proceeding to implement then1. 

TJ1e Dimensions of "Kial" Work 
HIS DAY CONSISTED OF CRISIS FOLLOWING CRISIS, one 
crucial decision on the heels of another, a burden that 
would have broken ten lesser men operating in concert. 
Through it all, Reb Aharon was radiant, always in 
good spirits. He virtually belonged to Kial Yisroel-
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his door, like his mind and heart, ever open-unshel
tered by organization or secretariat. His home was a 
reshus horabbim (public domain) where everyone 
felt at home. It was not possible to impose upon Reb 
Aharon, for he recognized no imposition. 

He was a most prodigious fund raiser on behalf of 
Kial, soliciting money for Tashbar, Chinuch Atzmai, 
Agudath Israel-often approaching supporters of his 
o\vn Yeshiva . ... When a group of admirers sent him 
a truckload of furniture to replace the cast-offs he 
was using, he returned it, con1menting: "It's a cri1ne 
to squander Jewish money." ... He often paid out of 
his own meager salary as Rosh Yeshiva-his only 
income-for expenses incurred in the process of serving 
the Yeshiva itself. 

To Reb Aharon the needs of the individual were 
almost equal to those of the collective, and incredibly 
he found time for hundreds, thousands of individual 
acts of kindness and charity. It is said that in the 
World-to-Come, time itself will be of a different 
character and Reb Aharon aln1ost seemed to Jive in a 
different sphere. Perhaps anyone who so completely 
cares for his fellows finds the time and the energies. 

The Approach: 
Fro1n lTnity of Torah to lJnity of a Nation 

JN THE WORDS OF ONE OF HIS EULOGIZERS, Reb Aharon 
\vas the "1nevaror hasefeikos"-the resolver of doubts. 
In life as in his learning, he stripped away the non
essentials, cut to the heart of a problem, and with his 
niassive intellect, and the authority and decisiveness 
of the Gadol Hadar, he would establish the position of 
the Torah. 

Rcb Chaim of Volozhin wrote that in a dilemma 
one should first study Torah and then, through the 
rforah, arrive at the correct solution. J{eb Aharon. 
forever in11nersed in Torah, ahvays arrived at a daa,, 
Torah rnlution to the problem at hand. 

How, Reb Aharon was once asked, is a true Gadol 
identified? Gad/us, (greatness), is an elusive quality 
not measured by erudition and scholarship alone. Kial 
Yisroel, replied Reb Aharon, recognizes its Gedolim. 
Using his own words from a different context, Reb 
Aharon was never non1inated, never ran, was never 
elected to his position of pre-eminence. He was the 
Gadol 11 ad or by con1n1on consent, by unspoken recog
nition-his soul perhaps in communion with the indi
vidual and collective soul of Israel, which recognized 
him and responded to him: "If they are not prophets, 
they are the sons of prophets." 

Indeed, when Reb Aharon passed away, people 
who had never met him, people who had not witnessed 
his funeral to be moved by that spectacle, were also 
seized by a sudden fear for the future, a disconsolate 
awareness of something irretrievably lost. 

One can perceive the divinity of the Torah, that 
"Torah (is) Min Hashomaim," Reb Aharon used to 
say in the name of the Vilna Gaon, through the Torah"s 
cohesion. His own most singular trait in learning \vas 
the cohesion and unity of his chiddushei Torah (his 
novellae); his perception and his skill in unifying the 
divergent elcn1ents into a unified whole. As leader of 
the K la/, he bespoke the unity of the nation. 

WHEN REB AHARON CAME TO THE U.S.A., he was met 
by a tiny delegation from the Agudath Isrnel and the 
Agudas Haraboni1n-hardly anyone in America had 
heard of him .... Barely twenty years later. a tempest 
tore at the world at his last illness and his passing. 
Tens of thousands came to bid farewell, joined in 
mourning and sorrow by hundreds of thousands n1orc. 
That final demonstration of K'vod Hatorah, to \Vhich 
Reb Aharon had dedicated his life, was the most 
forceful commentary on the 1nagnitude of the revolu
tion he had wrought and the position he had achieved 
in the hearts of his people. 

Reh Aharon addressing a n1ass n1cetinR called by ARudath Israel for the sanctity of lerttsalen1. 
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The Man 

R EB AHARON AS ROSH YESHIVA AND AS MANHIG 

HADOR can, to some extent, be characterized by 
his achievements. But the essence of the man 

is beyond our grasp. Reb Aharon was comparable to 
an elemental force of nature whose properties can be 
described, but whose substance remains beyond human 
understanding. 

The spontaneous awe Reh Aharon aroused in 
us might be described as an awareness of the 
Shechina (Divine presence) resting on him-like 
the reaction of the non-observant Jew who, by 
his own testimony, became Shomer Shabbos purely 
from seeing Reb Aharon-reminiscent of Reb 
Aharon's oft-repeated statement that whoever saw 
the Gaon of Vilna could never have been an 
apikorus. Indeed a prominent American Rosh 
Yeshiva once remarked that one who saw Reh 
Aharon had some idea of how the Vilna Gaon 
might have appeared . ... A student. newly arrived 
at the Yeshiva, complained to his former Rosh 
Yeshiva, himself a talmid of Reb Aharon. that he 
could not understand Reb Aharon's speech. "Well, 
then simply sit and look at his face," was the 
reply . ... This writer recalls his first Yom Kippur 
in the Yeshiva, Reb Aharon after Kol Nidre circling 
the Bais Hamidrash with the Sefer Torah; his cheeks, 
always red when under strong emotion, were 
burning; his eyes smoldering; the intensity on his 
face virtually unendurable-as one might imagine 
an angel. 

Reb Aharon himself was a lesson in self-negation 
toward Gedolim. He could spend hours, his eyes 
flashing, recounting the incidents of their greatncss
answering one critic with the terse comment that he 
was not simply telling talcs, but presenting vivid lessons. 

"Gadlus" at an Early Age 
REB AHARON'S GREATNESS WAS APPARENT at an early 
age. We know little of these early years, for as the 

Rebbetzin once remarked, in fifty years of marriage he 
never once spoke about himself. What we do know is 
from contemporaries or an occasional word he dropped 
apropos of a given occasion: ... When he was nine, 
he knew the entire tractate Kiddushin . ... At eleven 
he was tested by his father on all of Kesuvos (one of 
the largest and most difficult tractates) with all T osfos 
and, in his own words, "knew it well." 

In his youth, he was-in the words of Reb Meir 
Simcha of Dvinsk-the greatest iluy (prodigy) to be 
born in forty years. To Reb Chaim Ozer Grodzenski, 
he was the "Reb Akiva Eger" of the generation. To 
the devastatingly critical "Ragotchover Gaon"-in what 
is perhaps the greatest tribute to all-"He knew how 
to learn well." Both the Chafetz Chaim and Rcb Chaim 
Ozer, in so many words, saw in him the future Gadol 
Hador-the Chafetz Chaim devoting more time to 
him than to any other single individual, and treating 
him with signal honor. 

Torah-a Source of Greatness 

"'TORAH," REB AHARON USED TO SAY, "creates fresh 
faculties in man." Which of his own remarkable facul
ties were inborn, which were developed by sheer effort, 
and which emerged by grace of the Torah can only 
be guessed. 

His absorptive capacity and the fleetness of his 
mind were phenomenal. He grasped the most intricate 
topics in moments--even in matters in which he had 
no previous experience. We had seen him race through 
an extremely complex page of the Talmud as quickly 
as his fingers flew across the words. . . . He would 
becon1e deeply involved in several topics at once, as 
anyone who spent any amount of time with him 
could testify. 

His diligence was legendary. In his youth in Sla
bodke. there were periods when he would learn till he 
fell asleep at the shtender (desk)-wake up refreshed, 
and continue his studies, changing his chlothes but 
once a week, for Shabbos . ... As a young man in 

THREE wao RECOGNIZED Reh Aharon's greatness: The Chafetz Chaim, Reb Isser Zalman Melt:zer (his father-in-law), and Reh 
Chai111 Ozer Grodzenski il!:l'1::li'? C)i'1!:lT· 
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The other members of the Board of Directors of Bais Medrosh 
Gevoha have paused from their building-planning to pose for 
the photographer, but Reb Aharon's eyes are on the Gemora. 

Slutsk and during his middle years in Kletsk-already 
bearing the heavy burdens of the Yeshiva and Klal
many were the times he stayed awake throughout the 
night engrossed in his studies .... In his advanced age, 
absorbed in the affairs of Kial, he always held a sefer 
in his hands, turning to it every unoccupied moment, 
never really diverted from his Torah, even studying 
with utmost intensity and zeal. 

One of the Yeshiva baehurim recalls a typical day 
in New York with Reb Aharon. It was his turn 
that day to be the Rosh Yeshiva's driver. Reh Aharon 
Left his. apartment in Bora Park immediately after 
breakfast. The entire day was spent without any 
let-up-traveling, meetings, the Yeshiva office, 
visiting people to solicit funds-a day full of strain 
and its usual share of heartache. 

During the entire day, Reb Aharon ate one apple
in the car, holding the core, the peel, and the pits 
in his hand until the next stop. 

The day continued beyond exhaustion, finally 
returning ho1ne close to midnight. The nioment Reb 
Aharon walked in, he stopped. "Oh!" he exclaimed, 
a look of pain on his face, and the sound of 
anguish in his voice, like a nian lVho had been 
starving for month-"/ have not yet learned today!" 
-despite the fact that he had held a sefer in his 
hands throughout the day, glancing into it every 
spare 1no1nent, and that he had been "talking in 
learning" with his driver. 

Ile i1n1nediately seized a Gemora and sat down to 
learn with extreme zeal. When the Rebetzin brought 
in a bolvl of soup, he refused it. "Give it to hbn," 
he said, pointing to the exhausted and hungry driver. 
He hhnself had no tinie to eat. 

Days of this sort were the rule rather than 
the exception. 
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Powers of Concentration 
UNDER THE SEVEREST PRESSURE, he not only continued 
his learning, but continued in his creativity, writing 
his chiddushim . ... While still in Poland, Reb Aharon 
and his group were following the military situation by 
radio, planning their escape. Between broadcasts Reb 
Aharon would return to his Gemora as if nothing 
were amiss. . . . Trave1ing across war-torn Soviet 
Russia, under constant threat of Communist treachery 
... arriving in a Moscow hotel room, finding no table 
or chairs. A ta/mid, went to fetch these, returned to 
find him sitting on the bed, writing his notes.-In the 
words of his father-in-law, Hagaon Reb Isser Zalman 
Meltzer '?"3!, Reb Aharon could learn sitting on the 
blade of a knife. 

A Balance 
PERHAPS THE SINGLE MOST VALID criterion of 
Gadlus is the balance of the various talents and 
parts of the man. No one could say of Reb Aharon 
that he was more clever than pious, more pious 
than learned. That his erudition was not in 
proportion to his depth, or his scholarship not 
commensurate with his ethics. It seemed to us 
that all of Reb Aharon's spiritual and inteUeetual 
resources were equally beyond measure. 

The opposites in his character were staggering. 
He hated evil with his every fiber, yet loved his 
fellow men despite their foibles. A dominating 
personality, yet self-effacing. Creative and original 
-no thought or word or deed was not rooted in 
the Torah, the Talmud, and the Commentaries. 
Indeed, he saw in the Torah what few others 
could see. Single minded, yet versatile; quickest 
of men and the most deliberate; practical and 
visionary; he was approachable yet distant; he 
lived, it seemed, in a different sphere than ordi
nary men, yet knew how to deal with us in the 
context of ourselves. 

A leader of men, yet he shunned publicity; his 
name virtually never appeared in the press. A 
Yiddish paper once ran a series of articles on 
living Torah leaders. Reb Aharon categorically 
refused to allow any articles about himself. Yet 
he attained world-wide fame-in keeping with 
the maxim: "He who flees fame will be pursued 
by fa1ne." "Reh Aharon," in the words of a 
contemporary, "did not know the meaning of 
kavod-except to give it to others." 

He was mildest of men and most forceful of 
men. I have seen Reb Aharon change in a 
moment from lamb to lion: seated at his dining 
table, his face expressing utter mildness and 
benevolence. I questioned him regarding a pro
jected Hebrew Teachers' Union, amalgamating 
with a large trade union. Within seconds his 
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expression changed to fierce determination and 
intensity. Quietly, in a voice laced with steel, he 
tersely stated his position: This proposal is a 
threat to the independence of the teachers and 
a danger to Torah education, and he was 
adamantly opposed. Soft and yielding in his 
personal relationships-a child could sway him, 
he was tenacious and fiery when it came to 
a question of Torah-to affairs of Kial. 

Reb Aharon was extrcmly patient. Yet he 
never walked, he ran-time was limited, the 
imn1ensity of his self-imposed task undiminished. 
He often lectured about the precious gift of time. 

To be with Reb Aharon was always exc1t1ng. 
He \vas like a boiling cauldron, and so1nething 
was usually happening. But more to the point. 
he ignited others with his excitement for learning. 
Y ct for all of his intensity, (at least in this 
writer's experience) he never failed to relieve 
the tensions and anxieties to which youth is prone. 
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For all his seriousness, Reb Aharon had a 
re1narkable wit, peeking through at odd mon1ents. 
. . . At the conclusion of a meeting, one of the 
assembled suggested to Reb Aharon that he tell 
the bachur who was his driver for the day not to 
divulge what had been discussed. "But, nothing 
of consequence had been said," ren1arked an
other. "Exactly." replied Reb Aharon "Thafs 
what he shouldn"t reveal." 

In contrast to Reb Aharon's sense of 111ission 
was an appealing, aln1ost childlike innocence. 
He could not be devious and it was hard for 
him to suspect it in others. He could cry easily, 
without self-consciousness and without affectation. 

We had seen the tears well up easily when 
exhorting us to teshuvah before "Neilah": Quick, 
quick, there is still tin1e! J'he Gates are open. 
The lloly One, Blessed Be He, Hin1self is begging 
you to enter. It is easy if you lVish it . ... At a 
talk before Tisha B'av, he suddenly called out, 
"ln1agine the kedusha that has been lost because 
of the Destruction.1''-at the mention of the \Vord 
"kedusha" he burst into terirs. 

Reh Aharon was old when we knew him. yet 
111ore youthful than his students. He \Vas austere 
in his personal life, often speaking out sharply 
against the American n1atcrialism, yet unfailingly 
generous to others, seeking not only their well
being but their co1nfort. Money, he once said. has 
no value other than to give it to a yeshiva bachur. 
His personal charities were totally out of propor
tion to his incon1ei niore than once donating 
large su1ns in order to encourage others to follo\v 
his example. 

lflalking one day in Yerusha/ayiln, he suddenly 
turned, ran after a heggar and {?ave hinz son1e coins. 
Several years previously, he later explained, that 
sa1ne heggar had approached hin1 for alnzs, and he 
had had no 1noney left on his person. Spotting that 
heggar nolv, he hastened to 1nake up for it, 
giving hiln a double a1nount. 

He once gave alnis twice to the sanze be;o:ar, 
upon entering and leaving the shul. Sonzeone 
noticing hin1 pass the second tifne lvithout giving 
1night assun1e that he had a reason not to Rive to 
this particular beggar. Reb Aharon used the full 
n1easure of his genius to anticipate and secure 
the lVants of his fellow 1na11 . ... The incidents 
could go on without end. 

That he could harmonize the conflicting clements of 
his personality is one of the largest measures of hi~ 
greatness. This unity of life, the integration and 
pattern that exists through the total direction of Torah, 
the whole being infinitely greater than the sum of the 
parts, epitomized Reb Aharon. 

Without Distin<'tions 
REB AHARON WAS DEFERENTIAL to the greatest and the 
sn1allest. On several well-known occasions he reversed 
a publicly stated position when faced with the opposi
tion of a Gadol whose competence on the matter he 
felt greater than his own, subsequently pursuing his 
colleague's decision with the sa1ne force and dedica
tion as he would his own. This involved no element 
of false modesty. When he knew his own competency 
to be superior, he retreated before no one. 
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Reb Aharon venerated every student of the ·r orah, 
seeing in them the elite of Kful Yisroel. To request 
a personal favor from a student even when necessary 
was almost traumatic for him, especially if he felt that 
it would disturb him from his studies. He categorically 
rcfusecl--except under the most extren1e circu111stances 
-to allow a bachur to perfonn a menial task for him. 
()ne of the hachurhn once offered to draw his bath for 
Shabbos. Under no circu1nstances, said Reb Aharon. 
ft is not fit for a ben Torah-allowing only the janitor 
of the Yeshiva to do this, who incidently recognized 
it as a privilege. 

In Rcb Aharon the distinction between the material 
and the spiritual was blurred. The luminosity on Reb 
Aharon·s face was an observable physical pheno111cnon. 

The angel in Reb Aharon was discernible-but more 
to the point. the n1an could be seen in the angel-the 
heights that man could accede to by virtue of the 
Torah. "Thus said Rabbi Meir: He who is diligent 
in Torah for its O\Vn sake, accedes to 1nany great 
things.'' 

/)id you ever see his photograph? Do not acce/Jf 
it, for neither artist nor can1era can capture the fire 
in the eyes, the radiance on the face, the exhiliration 
of his presence-the zrizus, the quickness of 
his 111ove1nents, the vital and e{en1enlal life force 
that flowed fron1 the 111a11. 

7'he ilnage engraved in one's 1ne1nory is n1ore 
accurate than any photographic or artistic rendition. 

The hnpact of his presence can so1newhat he felt 
by the pain of recalling his taking leai1e. 

Re1nember the n1on1ent the neivs can1e that the 
HYJrst had indeed happened? Re111en1ber the sounds 
in the Bais Ha111idrash? One could have Sl-t'Orn that 
the 1ralls then1selves tt:ere screan1ing . ... Traveling 
to Nevr' York that Thursday afternoon to bring 
back the oron, the sound of the auton1ohile n1otor 
rose ;,i a lvail, a dirge. We couldn't get the sound 
out of our ears. Wasn't the l-t'hole ttiorld crying? 
J)idn't a screanz and a silence at the san1e ti1ne seen1 
to engulf the entire universe? The sun couldn't 
really be shining, could it? 

The shock ttYIS too great to absorb. ()ur 1nituls 
refused to accept. For days, no one really had 
an_vthing to say. "Sit on the ground and be silent, 
elders of the daughter of Zion." It took tin1e for 
1he enornzity of the loss to penetrate, to he absorbed 
ond accepted-l-veeks for our lives to be restructured 
on a new and dirninished level. It l-t'as as if cu1 
inunense sadness /lad settled over the }-vorld. 

It tt'as as if 1ve though! he lt'ould live forever, 
so inconceivahle H'llS life lvithout hiln; or, as a 
nrnnber of his taln1idim said: "Who could hare 
i111auined greeting the Moshiach u:ithout the 
Rosh Yeshiva?!" 

REB AHARON LEFT A GREAT LEGACY. Whoever was 
touched by him, or siinply caught sight of hin1 bcca111c 
moved by his life-force and caught sight of his goals. 
·rhis force nurtured \Vithin us can bring us closer to 
emulating him and to realizing that for \vhich he 
strove. D 

FAREWELL IN JF.RUsALE!>f: Tens of thousands follow Reh Aharon's oron in the funeral procession to Har Menuchos. 
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Nisson Wolpin 

MOMENT OF TRUTH 
for Torah Education 

THE BULLFIGHT RING has a special place in modern 
literature as a symbol of that moment of truth when 
two adversaries meet in unflinching confrontation, 
facing life and its purposes, death and its implications. 
One of the two falls victim to the brutality and pride 
of the other, unless the confrontation is sidestepped in 
an elaborate execution of footwork and easion. Then, 
nothing is lost except purpose. 

This might be a profane metaphor for American 
Jewry's life-struggle as it is now taking place in the 
encounter between the philanthropic federations and 
the yeshivos. On the one hand, the Federation of 
Jewish Philanthropies, after an exhausting series of 
surveys, task forces and other charades, has finally 
con1e face to face with its own raison d'etre-Jewish 
survival. And this, by its own definition, is education 
of the young. Nothing less.---Should this not mean 
financial aid for yeshivas? 

The yeshivas have been struggling with their heroic 
task of teaching Torah in a hedonistic society, in spite 
of sky-rocketing budget deficits, attempting to engage 
and maintain top-grade faculties with sub-minimum 
salaries. Their frantic search for new sources of inco1ne, 
which led to bingo, bazaars, and brick taxes, has now 
reached the high windows of the Federation-with the 
hope that money will be forthcoming, and the prayer 
that good taste, long abandoned, will not be followed 
by compromise of principle. 

Can Federation break free from its ingrained pattern 
of disinterest in (or contempt for) Torah causes, and 
contribute to yeshivas-without strings attached? Will 
the yeshivas be forced to pay a price in integrity to 
receive their funds? Each party has a historic mission 
to fulfill at this time, and yet the intricate steps of 
ensnarement and capitulation see1n to have already 
been plotted. 

A dress-rehearse! for this confrontation took place 
at an open meeting between a NY Federation represen
tation and yeshiva 1nenahalim and administrators, in 
Brooklyn last March. (While New York is by no means 
the only scene of this struggle, this meeting was note
worthy on two points: New York has the world's 
largest population of Jews-and yeshiva students, and 
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for the Federations 

its Federation of Phlianthropies has the worst record 
in granting funds directly to yeshivas.) A Torah 
Umesorah bulletin described the verbal confrontation 
as a Moment of Truth .... The rhetoric was impressive, 
but as Federation's Executive Vice President Sanford 
Solender said, there is often a gap between public 
declarations and private conduct. So at times one 
wondered if it was the red cape that was flying or 
merely some horny sentiments. In either case, the 
statements drew the issues into unusually sharp focus, 
and one could clearly perceive the values at stake. 

The Federation's Failure: The Vanishing Jew 

FOR THE PAST FEW YEARS, THE ANNUAL CONVENTION 

OF C.TFWB (the Council of Jewish Federation and Wel
fare Boards) has been lifting its eyes from hospital 
blueprints and "Y" expansion plans, and has taken 
note of the needs of Jewish existence and survival: 
BosTON (November 1969): a demand from the floor 
was made for a $100 million fund to finance defining 
and espousing Jewish Identity .... KANSAS CITY (No
vember 1970) : an Identity Task Foree was launched 
with a $5 million budget and a five year time table .... 
Meanwhile more Jews intermarried, more kids copped
out. . . . PITTSBURGH (November 1971 ) : the historic 
declaration was issued by the CJFWB that Jewish 
education was a matter of top priority. Day school 
education should be the main beneficiary of expanded 
largesse . ... Ripples were felt in some communities, 
but in New York City, home of more than 57,000 day 
school children, allocations to yeshivas in direct aid 
remained at less than $2 per student . ... TORONTO 
(Nov. 1972): new programs, with emphasis on senior 
citizens, were launched .... What happened to Jewish 
education and concern for the disappearing identity 
of .T ewish youth? 

This time around, it could not be swept under the 
carpet by the arrival of a new concern. The American 
Jewish Yearbook had just published figures on intermar
riage between Jews and gentiles, and estimated that 
48 % of the marriages currently involving Jews include 
a non-Jewish partner! In addition, Key 73, the evan
gelical program with its promises of Jewish fulfillment 
through Christianity, posed grave threats to uneducated 
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ItS not ind" education. 
Its survMit'" 

-froni an advertisen1ent in the N.Y. ·rimes. 

Jewish youth and young adults. Even the more secular 
minded Establishment leaders recognized that this was 
not the kind of accommodation to our host-country 
culture that the assimilationists had had in mind. The 
only defense against defection is educated commitment 
-the more intensive the education, the deeper the 
commitment. And the yeshivas and day-schools are 
unmatched in performing this task. . 

Max Fisher, who chaired the National Council of 
Federations until this past November, was openly 
critical of CJFWB for abandoning the previous year's 
priority, and his irritation was echoed by others. 

The New York Federation seemed to have responded 
to the crisis situation by announcing in a full-page 
advertisement in the New York Times the launching of 
a $20 million Program Development Fund-an invest
ment fund with proceeds earmarked for distribution 
to educational institutions. 

The Major Question: Through Whom? 
MANY QUESTIONS ARE BOUND TO ARISE ONCE THE 

MONIES are raised: On what basis are funds to be 
distributed?-need?-per capita expenses?-teachers' 
salaries?-expansion programs?-Nonc of these ques
tions, however, is as crucia1 as who will determine 
the criteria for merit for financial he! p, and who will 
subvent the funds. 

The Federation, which has such a dismal history in 
terms of yeshiva support, and which equals its pride 
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in its handful of show piece summer camps for Chassi
dic children with its support of its score of non-kosher 
summer camping programs, cannot possibly be trusted 
to judge yeshivas. Nor does it claim to be up to the 
task. 

The yeshivas would expect that an independent 
body, comprised of yeshiva representatives, would de
termine allocations. T·he Federation views this as un
necessary. It already has an educational department: 
The Jewish Board of Education, formerly known as 
the Jewish Education Committee. 

To most yeshivos, BJE is totally unacceptable as 
the medium for disbursement of funds for a number of 
ideological and pragmatic reasons. And while most 
yeshivos do use the BJE offices as a conduit of co.n
venience for processing their monthly government milk 
and lunch subsidy claims, and for receiving Department 
of Agriculture food commodities and money grants for 
kitchen hardware; they have little use for the BJE as 
a board of Jewish education. (In the meantime, the 
BJE pats itself on the back for the hundreds of thou
sands of government dollars it turns over to yeshivas 
for lunch programs, while it reaps a tidy 2 % for 
handling these milk and lunch monies.) Yeshivos of 
more traditional orientation either look to Torah Ume
sorah (which has a rabbinical advisory committee com
prised of major Roshei Yeshivos), or fend for them
selves in determining programs, selecting educational 
materials, seeking personnel, and exchanging ideas. 

The BJE's current $1.4 million budget (including 
$1.1 million of Federation funds plus another $300,000 
realized through publication sales), is almost totally 
passed on in services, with only $50,000 (only 3V2 % 
of the total) allocated directly to yeshivas. BJE services 
are frill-, secular-, and Zionist-oriented, with great 
stress on dance, the arts, Hebrew language, theater, and 
"culture." Each of these occupies a Department, staffed 
with a Director, Assistant Director. secretaries, its own 
publications, and so on. Typically, its children's period
ical, JVorld Over, features a series on great persona1ities, 
with Rashi and the Vilna Gaon sharing prominence 
with Bialik and Mendel Moichcr Sforim, giving much 
play to scientists, politicians, and artists far removed 
from Torah convictions. This n1ish-1nash is no diet for 
yeshiva students, and those who master-mind it can 
in no way judge the merit and anticipate the needs of 
yeshivas, nor recognize how to help and improve ye
shiva education. 

So the general sentiment is: "Federation, yes; BJE, 
no!" 

The Gins1>erg Assessment 

THE NEGATIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE BJE found a sur
prising echo in a Federation commissioned study of the 
BJE prepared by Columbia University professor Dr. 
Eli Ginsberg. It recommended that the BJE's budget 
be cut in half, while the services that it offers the 
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schools could be turned over to the schools for their 
own operation. While some of the yeshivas' feelings 
are highly subjective (that is. Torah-based), Dr. Gins
berg's own words have the advantage of serving as an 

objective source for underscoring the BJE's foibles. 
(Dr. Ginsberg, son of Dr. Louis Ginsberg of the Jewish 
Theological Seminary, admits to never having entered 
a yeshiva until he embarked on this study.) We quote: 

• From the Ginsl1erg Report • (italics 
(haekground an<l orientation) been able to work cooperatively 

The initial thrust of BJE (since with many of the modern Orthodox 
its first incarnation in ] 911) was to and Conservative day schools as 
seek to improve the quality of Tai- well as with the Orthodox Talmud 
mud Torah education. But these Torahs, and with many of the sup-
community institutions largely faded plementary schools affiliated with 
fron1 the scene as congregations Conservative or Reforn1 congrega-
took the leadership in establishing lions. (page 26) 
and operating supplementary (BJE as an awarder of funds) 
schools. Jn the post-World War II 
period the day school movement 
expanded rapidly, but BJE was 
unable to adjust its progra1nming 
accordingly . ... As do most organi
zations, BJE continued to concen
trate on activities with which it was 
familiar. (page 25) 
(nature of activity) 

The core activity of the BJE is 
the provision of consultation ser
vices to day schools and supplemen
tary weekday and Sunday schools 
that seek out and welcome its assis
tance. (page 25) 
(effectiveness of consultations) 

According to the BJE Self-Study 
( p. 28), a very small number of 
schools received intensive consulting 
help .... During the course of 1970-
71 only 40 of the 168 day schools 
\vere visited .... Stronger institu
tions often prefer to go their own 
way, convinced that they have the 
know-how to accomplish their goals 
... the weakest institutions are over
whelmed with meeting the demands 
of the day .... Those most likely 
to profit fron1 consulting advice arc 
schools which recognize that they 
have problems. desire to solve them, 
and have access to additional re
sources. This is the exception rather 
than the rule in the New York area. 

(page 26) 

(relationship with yeshivos) 

For the most part. the ultra
Orthodox day schools reject out of 
hand consulting services that relate 
to their educational progran1s; the 
BJE consultants have. however. 
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In recent years, the BJE has 
been making relatively small grants, 
totaling about $50,000-$60,000 an
nually, to selected day schools to 
enable them to experiment with new 
or to improve existing programs. 
Some criticism has been made that 
the BJE favors schools which are 
lvilling to 1nake use of its consul
tation services. Clearly, schools 
which refuse, on ideological grounds, 
to accept money from the BJE are 
unlikely to benefit from this pro
gram under the present grant
making structure .... -To the ex
tent that the Jewish community 
collectively succeeds in providing 
more funds for education, it will 
probably prove in1possible to use a 
central agency as the principal al
locating rnechanisn1. in the face of 
the ideological intransigence of the 
ultra-Orthodox. (pages 27, 28, 29) 

(the e:ffectivene~s of a substitute 
mechanis1n) 

A special gift in the spring of 
1971 by a liberal donor. added to 
hy Federation leaders. to improve 
the physical facilities of various day 
schools was allocated not by the 
BJE but by a special committee of 
Orthodox leaders. Even this substi
tute mechanism led to the criticism 
that applications were not invited 
from all institutions and that the 
selection was influenced by BJE. 
(page 28) 
(the BJE prcferen~e) 

Caught in a hudgetary squeeze 
BJE has been retrenching by cutting 
back on its consultation services 

ours) 
although its expressed preference 
has been to expand these efforts. 
(page 28) 
(the Ginsberg recommendation) 

BJE's present consultation and 
in-service training functions should 
be decreased and corresponding in
creases made for grants, scholar
ships, teacher's welfare, inservice 
training by teacher training institu
tions, and for physical facilities 
renovation. 

In sum: 
a) Federation should 

1) lncrease its funding for Jew
ish education. 

2) Adopt program budgeting 
for BJE with an aim of 
reducing expenditures for 
consultation by $400,000 in 
the next three years. 

3) Increase its direct support 
for scholarships for children 
of low income families who 
seek to attend day and sup
plementary schools; contrib
ute to a career teacher's 
health, welfare and retire
ment plan; and make grants 
for innovative projects. 
(page 13, 14) 

mm 
~ 
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The Yeshiva Fears 
• THE l\1AJN FEAR THE YESHJVOS EXPRESS IS THAT 

should they become dependent on the BJE for financial 
support, they will be subject to pressures to conform 
to the BJE's concept of an ideal schools, By virtue of 
its philosophy, history, function and communal com
mitments, BJE cannot be expected to respect those 
standards set by Gedo/ei Torah and pursued by 
ycshivos. 
• The monies 1nay never be earmarked to lighten 
the yeshivos' staggering burden, but to initiate "new 
programs" in line with the Federation's full page 
promise in the New York Times.' 

Make Jewish Education "relevant." 
Engage still more "scholars" to revitalize Jewish 

Education, 
Widen Jewish Education to include "personal and 

social crisis topics, such as, Hyprocrisy-The War 
-Poverty.'' 

"Upgrade'' Jewish teaching. 
These promises can easily be translated into the con

sultants 2nd bureaucratic-octopussing at which the BJE 
excels. 
• The opposition to the BJE as the conduit for 
Federation funds is not only an instinctive reaction by 
the yeshivos. It was long ago voiced by yeshiva leaders, 
and formalized in a written decision in response to a 
contribution offered the yeshivas through Federation 
(and BJE) by a prominent New York philanthropist 
over a year ago. As Dr. Ginsberg said, compliance with 
the BJE seemed to be a n1ajor factor in meriting n1oney. 
-Will the same guidelines be applied to the proposed 
$20 million Program Development Fund? 
• The Federation has endowed the BJE with a five-
111an Professional Advisory Committee to determine 
the allocation of funds: Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik 
(Yeshiva University), Dr. Isadore Twersky (Harvard 
University). (Conservative) Rabbi Gerson Cohen 
(Jewish Theological Seminary), (Reform) Rabbi Eu
gene Borowitz. and Dr. Alvin Schiff (executive vice
president of the BJE). with additional guidance to be 
provided by Rabbis Emanuel Rackman and Joseph 
L.ookstcin. l~he composition of this group seen1s to 
confine the Federation's concept of Orthodoxy to that 
segment of the Torah-study co1nn1unity represented by 
Yeshiva University. While YU represents a well-or
ganized, clearly defined seg1nent of this comn1unity. 
it is only one specific seg1nent, divided fro1n many 
others by distinct ideological differences. 

Will Federation Budge? 
FEDERATION HAS BEEN MISREADING the prionttcs of 
Jewish survival for so 1nany generations. expanding (or 
n1aintaining) the unnecessary and ignoring the 111ost 
vital. ls it finally willing to listen to the guardians of 
Torah, Jewry's survival-factor, to determine how to 
perpetuate \vhat it has kept alive until now? Or is 
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Federation taking half a step forward and two steps 
sideways, avoiding its role in keeping Judaism alive? 

At the much heralded moment of truth when prin
cipals and administrators exchanged views with the 
Federation representatives. one cou1d not help being 
impressed by he indignation expressed by the yeshiva 
representatives: "Consultations only have nuisance 
value." ... "Behind your largesse you are actually at
ten1pting to coerce us to violate our principles." ... 
"Philanthropy-yes; hut if there is anything our yeshi
vas don't need, it's a 1naster Board of Education." 

Nor could one avoid dismay over the recalcitrance 
of the Federation spokesman: "The rabbinical ban 
against accepting money fro1n the Bl E is an unreason
able one. The rabbis lrho issued it should meet with 
Federation; I am confident that they would find us 
reasonable. We have no intention of interfering with 
anyone's ideology . ... People criticize Federation for 
putting stress on hospitals and social services. Realize 
that there are those l1'ho only give to Federation be
cause of these activities. We are not autono1nous, but 
represent the collective will of our constituency. The 
yeshiva comn1unity should join this constituency and 
participate in supporting Federation." 

Needless to say, the suggestions that yeshivos. which 
have been struggling with an aggregate annual budget 
of $50-million, begin supporting Federation was met 
with derision. But the stony inflexibility of the Federa
tion toward yeshiva sensibilities and principles. and the 
implication that it presented the yeshivos with a fail 
acco1npli, gave one pause. 

Reading Federation Intentions 

ONE CAN BETTER DETERMINE Federation intentions by 
reading its own agencies' recomn1endations, than by 
listening to its public relations expert's attempts at 
pacifying troubled yeshiva leaders. The American As
sociation for Jewish Education, which is a CJFWB 
constituent, is a national parent organization for all 
Bureaus and Boards of Jewish Education-a super 
servicer of al1 Jocal service agencies. In J unc l 971, it 
issued "National Policy Statements on Communal Sup
port for Jewish Education and Jewish Day Schools." 
which unmistakably spelled out its attitude: The local 
BJE must be central to the Federation's dealings with 
the schools in determining merit for funding, in setting 
goals and standards for the schools-goals often con
trary to Torah!-and it must perpetuate its role as 
servicer of all Jewish schools. These three themes run 
through the texts of its proposals, like the triple
stranded rope that does not easily break, as randon1 
quotations illustrate. Read carefully: 

(I)* The AAJE has called upon the Federa
tion ... to consider requests for financial aid to 

* Numerals indicate placement in AAJE's 
printed "proposals." 
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schools . . . , providing that they meet all other 
standards and requirements established by the ... 
local central agency for Jewish education. 

(IB2) The educational standards and practices 
of the central agency . . . should apply to the 
Day School. Therefore, the Day School should 
welcome the central agency's services. 

(II A) Communal funds should be devoted 
increasingly to ... services of the central agency. 
... This implies phasing out cash grants to in
dividual schools. . . . Cash grants of any kind 
can be justified only if the beneficiaries of the 
school fully qualify by meeting the community's 
established criteria. 

(II B 2) Channeling all educational funds 
through the Bureau has the positive effects of 
improving the beneficiary school while strength
ening the Bureau. 

(op cit., c) In engaging a principal and teach
ers the Day School should adhere to the personnel 
standards set by the central agency for Jewish 
education (the BJE in N.Y., for example) and 
any additional standards set by the national body 
with which it is affiliated (the AAJE). 

(9) The schools should require its principal 
and teachers to attend the central agency's in
service education program regularly as a con
tractual obligation. 

(8) The school's curriculum should reflect the 
concept of "Kela! Yisroel" and a sense of respect 
for the ideological groups in the community . . . 
providing opportunity for participation in local 
Jewish community life. 

In other words, the very cause for the fears of the 
yeshivos is spelled out in detail in the AAJE proposals. 
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THE FIRST KOSHER DRIVE-INS IN AMERICA 
Char-broiled Burgers, French Fries, Franks, Farm 
Fried Chicken, corn on cob. Fillet of fish & More. 

@ Supervised • Glatt Kosher • Shomer Shabbos 

96 MAIN STREET, NEW ROCHELLE 
Boston Post Road - Just North of the Mall 

and 
SURF AVE. & W. 15th ST., CONEY ISLAND 

It is impossible to imagine the broad spectrum of New 
York City yeshivas accepting these proposals. (Review 
the quotations, as they might apply to Satmar, Mir, 
Torah Vodaath, Beth Jacob, Lubaviteh, Mesivta Tifer
eth Jerusalem .... ) And it is equally difficult to 
envision the Federation breaking its contract of trust 
(or conspiracy, if you will) with the B.J.E. Worse yet, 
consider the possibility of a "New York formula"
allowing intransigent schools to receive funding by a 
special arrangement-and the debilitating effects it 
would have on New York schools of less firm commit
ment, and on out-of-town yeshivas ketanos that are 
heing pressured into becoming "community schools 
reflecting the concept of Kela! Yisroel" with "respect 
for all ideological groups in the community!" Should 
the established traditional yeshivas sidestep their own 
confrontation with Federation, the dilemma of other 
schools would still not be solved. 

What, then, can one really expect? 

The Time·Money Formula 

THE FEDERATION IS PATIENT WITH YESHIVA RELUC

TANCE, assuming that the yeshivas' principled refusal 
will be eroded by a formula of sorts, wherein C=DFT 
(compliance is the product of funds offered, despera
tion, and time passed) .-Or as a Federation spokes
man confided to a yeshiva principal: "Every genre has 
its breaking point. . . . Just show a Yeshiva head a 
check .... " 

The bitter truth behind this contemptuous remark 
is that yeshivos are among the very few institutions 
that are being stretched mercilessly by soaring costs 
and grounded income. Recent court decisions have 
limited hopes for any immediate direct help in form 
of government aid. In addition, the yeshivos are hard
pressed to attract fresh talent and to maintain their 
experienced staffs, knowing full well that growing 
families cannot funtcion reasonably with yeshiva 
salaries as their major source of income. Accepting 
support from unsavory sources has often been condoned 
as a lesser evil to the deleterious situation of paying 
Rabbis much too little, much too late. 

Yet, more than "good taste" is at stake. Relative 
financial security can mean a diminishing of inder:end
ence for New York's Torah schools, and that puts 
Jewish survival at stake. Nonetheless, there is al\vays 
the hope that the Federation will somehow get the 
message-from the yeshivos, from the lay community 
and from the press-and "'guarantee the future'' in a 
positive way. 0 

,fo'l. 
Bus. M'gr. I Yitzchok Braun 

~a&ia 
(212) 633-3381 

®rcqcstrns Michael Harbater 
{212) 327,5526 ) 
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Congregation K'hal Adath J eshurun 
Yeshiva and Mesivta Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch 

WASHINGTON HEIGHTS, N. Y. C. 

Announce the completion '"mv:i of the new BETH HAMIDRASH building, 

named after the late FRANKFURT RAV. 

'"!T iY''i:J :i~'iV ::ii:i CiV 'y tvii~:i 11':1 
All friends of Torah are cordially invited to attend the 

DEDICATION and n,J.il nJlln 

Sunday, June 3, 1973 - ~"'5t!lli j1't: '~ 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

MORNING PROGRAM: 

10:30 a.m. 

EVENING PROGRAM: 

7:00 p.m. 

K'HAL ADATH JESHURUN 

85 Bennett Avenue 
New York, N. Y. 

with the participation of 

RAV DR. JOSEPH BREUER, Kil'1K1 Kio 

Greetings by 

MOREINU DR. RAPHAEL MOLLER, President 

Addresses by 

RAV SIMON SCHWAB, Kil'1K1 Kio 

RAV SHMUEL EHRENFELD 
(Mattcsdorfer Rav) 

RAV Y AAKOV PERLOW, ;;:i'tl'';; tl'Ki 

Fallowed by festive procession of 
SIFRE! TORAH to new building. 

Torah Kinus at 

BETH HAMIDRASH 
218 Bennett Avenue 

Divrei Torah by 

HORA V HAGAON MOSHE FEINSTEIN 
RAV NACHUM PERLOW 

(Novominsker Rcbbe) 

RAV Y AAKOV PERLOW, '1:l't:.'''1 tl'Ki 



"1-he Abnighty has 111any 111essengers.'' 

Of the yeshivas that escaped Nazi destruction. some 
n1ade it on a grand scale-nan1eJy to Japan. Son1e 
went to Siberia. Others were dispersed. Yeshivas Mir 
\Vas saved by three people, one Jew and two non-Jews. 
Thinking back, one becomes amazed at the series of 
acts. minor and major, the speed of the operation, the 
efficiency of activities ... then the puzzle-pieces fall 
into place, fitting with precision) as though the result 
of perfect planning. In recalling the details of the 
Escape of the Yeshivas, a series of miracles seems to 
emerge-nisshn gluyim. 

MIRACLE NUMBER 1: Open Borders 

In 1918, when Poland and Lithuania became inde
pendent, a bitter dispute erutped between the two 
countries over the city of Vilna (Vilnius in Lithuanian). 
The Lithuanians claimed the city as their ancient 
capital, while the Poles also claimed the city. The 
League of Nations awarded the city to Lithuania. (See 
J.O. Nov. 1971, "History.") In 1920, the Polish army 
marched in and annexed the city to Poland. The Lithu
anians then declared Kovno (Kaunas in their tongue) 
as the te1nporary capital, and a state of war lasted 
between the two countries until 1938. 

In September 1939, Poland was divided between 
Hitler and Stalin, granting the Eastern part of Poland. 
including Vilna. to the Soviets. They offered the 
Lithuanians the return of their ancient capital as part 
of a "mutual defense treaty," which permitted Soviet 
military bases inside Lithuania. The Lithuanian poli
ticians were on the spot. No Lithuanian could resist 
regaining the ancient capital; on the other hand, they 
knew the implications of giving the Russian bear a 
foot in their country. Finally (on October I 0. 1939). 
the Russians forced them to sign the treaty. And so 
the borders changed and were temporarily opened, 
and Vilna returned to Lithuania. 

This miracle was utilized by all yeshivas. Most of 
the yeshivas in Eastern Poland faced a choice between 
physical destruction by the Germans and spiritual an
nihilation by the Russians. The Soviets. as sworn 
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cnc1nies of religion, would never permit the existence 
of yeshivos. Until then there was no escape: No one 
could leave the Soviet Union and there was no place 
to go. Suddenly the Soviet-Lithuanian border was 
opened and Vilna was transferred to Lithuania. All 
yeshivos plus thousands of refugees immediately flood
ed the city. The Lithuanian authorities ordered all 
yeshivas to move into Lithuania proper, to avoid 
overcrowding the city. Thus the Yeshiva of Mir moved 
to Kajdani, Kaminetz to Raseinai, Klctsk to Janovo, 
and so on. Then, just as quickly, the "safety hatch" 
closed. and the Soviet-Lithuanian border, like any 
other Soviet border, was sealed for good. 

The Lithuanian haven was not meant to last. The 
Russian bear's paw gained entry-military bases plus 
a well financed Communist Party-and before long the 
bear would swallow the pigeon. So everyone concen
trated on emigration-but where to? Palestine's doors 
were locked by the British, and only a handful of 
applicants received British entry certificates. The U.S. 
was shut tight, while American Jewry naively trusted 
their "friend" President Roosevelt. And Roosevelt's 
intimate Jewish friends lulled American Jewry while 
precious time ran out. Rumors were spread that 
President Roosevelt promised 5000 visas for rabbis 
and rabbinical students. We waited for them. And we 
waited. But they never arrived. 

A person must have three items to travel: (a) a 
passport, without which one does not even exist legally; 
( b) an entry visa to the country of his ultimate desti
nation; (c) and a transit-visa, to pass through other 
countries en route to the ultimate goal. Most of the 
Roshei Yeshivos did have passports, for they had 
traveled on behalf of their yeshivos, but the students 
and the faculty had none. Since Poland was occupied 
by Germany. the only place one could get a Polish 
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of miracles 

passport was at a Polish Embassy, and because of old 
en1nities, there was no e111bassy in Lithuania. 

Rabbi Avrohom Kalmanovitz '?"lT, the "father" of 
the Mirrer Yeshiva (see J.O. March '72), had been 
carrying the yeshiva on his shoulders since World 
War I. As a seasoned world traveler, he had no dif
ficulty reaching America, from where he dispatched 
passports for his entire yeshiva. It had cost him a 
fortune, for the Polish embassies tripled the price 
of passports. And so the Mirrer Yeshiva people were 
equipped with passports, but no visas, while the 
other yeshivas, not blessed with a president of Rabbi 
Ka1manowitz's calibre, re1nained without passports. 

lvlIRACLE NO. 2: 1'ransit Through Russia 

No Jew could travel through Germany - only 
th rough Russia. If one had a visa to America. the 
route was through the USSR and Japan; if he was 
headed for Palestine, his itinerary was USSR and Tur
key or Iran. However, Poland was in a state of war 
with the USSR, so logically no Polish citizen would 
be permitted transit via the USSR. Yet to evervonc's 
surprise, the Russians did permit Poles to cros; their 
country, and the Soviet consul would stamp his transit 
visa on a Polish passport. (They had apparently recog
nized a grand opportunity to dispatch spies all over 
the world in the flood of refugees.) However, the 
Soviet consul feared that some "transit passengers·· 
might get stranded inside the USSR, and he insisted 
on a visa from another country before he would 
stamp his transit visa. 

A secret printing shop began to operate in Vilna. 
producing British entry certificates to Palestine. It 
was organized by the Jabotinski's Zionist Revisionists 
(later known as the Irgun, presently constituting the 
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Heirut Party in Israel). They would supply false British 
certificates to their party members and to chalutzim. 
There was also another "visa factory" which would 
falsify any visa for a high price in American dollars, 
provided one had a passport. 

MIRACLE NO. 3: Japan comes to Kovno 

Most foreign countries inaintained their diplon1atic 
and consular oftices to the three Baltic republics 
(Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia) in Riga, Latvia's capital. 
Travel to Latvia was prohibited, making it impossible 
to get to the Japanese consul. Suddenly Japan opened 
a consul in Kovno. Anyone who had a passport and 
an ultimate visa was issued transit through Japan 
without difticulty. When presented with a J apanesc 
transit, the Soviet consul gladly gave his transit. Mir 
had passports, but no visas, and the rest of us did 
not even have passports! Then a number of changes 
took place in the little republic. ~ 

On June 14, 1940, the Soviet government accused 
the Jjthuanian government of unfriendly acts against 
the Red Army bases. It demanded the establishment 
of a new government "more friendly" to the USSR. The 
next day an ultimatum was issued to include Com1nu
nists in the new government. While the governn1ent 
accepted the ultimatum, the Red Army began to take 
over the country. On June 17, President Smetonas 
escaped by plane to Germany, while Justas Paleckis. a 
Communist journalist, formed a new government. He 

CHAIM SHAPIRO'S evocatire pieces 011 yeshiva life in Eastern 
J!urope. are frequently fet1t11red in these pages. He now fil'eS 
tn Baltunore Maryland. 
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immediately ordered new elections, fixed for a Com
munist majority. Then on July 21, Lithuania requested 
admission "to the happy family of Socialist Nations 
under the guidance of the father of all proletarians, 
Comrade Stalin." On August 3, the Supreme Soviet of 
the USSR accepted and approved the request, pro
claiming Lithuania as the 16th Soviet Republic. (A 
similar fate befell the other two republics.) 

MIRACLE No. 4: Destination Curacao 

Under Soviet rule again, we lost all hope for emi
gration, for no one leaves the "Socia1ist heaven." Yet, 
the Soviets still continued to issue visas-they were 
no longer "transit visas" but "exit visas." Apparently 
they had not sent out enough spies, or they had simply 
wanted to get rid of an undesirable element. 

A rumor spread that the consul of the Netherlands 
was issuing visas to Curacao, a Dutch Island in the 
West Indies. The entire Mirrer group, in possession of 
passports, received those "Curacao visas." But when 
they came to get the Japanese transit "en route to 
Curacao," they found the consulate closed, for when 
Lithuania became an integral part of the USSR, all 
diplomatic and consu1ar activities were moved to 
Moscow. In fact Holland had issued the Curacao visas 
hours before closing. 

Several days later a Mirrer student chanced upon 
an Oriental. Presuming him to be the Japanese consul. 
he asked him as a special favor for a transit visa 
through Japan on his way to Curacao. The Japanese 
gentleman replied that he had been ordered to close 
the consulate and had already dismissed his secretary. 
The student then pleaded, volunteering to serve as his 
secretary, and to help in making out the necessary 
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papers. He agreed, and two boys from Mir sat all 
day stamping visas for whoever presented a passport. 
(Some claimed later that many visas were stamped 
upside down, but they were honored anyway.) The 
Soviets continued to issue exit visas. This put the 
printers of counterfeit visas into more feverish activity 
than ever, for they could reproduce any visa in Latin 
letters, but when it came to Japanese, they were at a 
loss. 

The British became suspicious over an increase in 
entries to Palestine via Syria from Vilna, and they 
informed the Soviets. They became furious over the 
prospect of a visa factory operating under their very 
noses. Furthermore, they themselves bad issued visas 
on fake documents. A search began, but the "Zionist 
Conspiracy" could not be found. Instead they arrested 
my roommate from the Yeshiva of Kaminetz, Yitzchak 
Gelbach (Lukover). Yitzchak had illicitly published a 
ten-year calendar, reasoning that since we were des
tined to live under a Bolshevik regime, we would need 
a long-range luach to know when the Jewish holidays 
would occur. He was sentenced to ten years in a 
Siberian prison camp. (He was freed after the war. A 
Breslaver chassid, he immediately ran to the kever 
(gravesite) of the Rebbe. He met the daughter of the 
only Jewish family there .... He now lives in Jerusalem 
with children and grandchildren.) 

Mir had passports to Curacao with Japanese and 
Soviet visas, and was ready to leave. 

When they came to the Intourist office for travel 
arrangements (the only permissible way to travel 
through Russia), they were told that first, the 
price had gone up; second, payment must be made in 
American dollars. Possessing one American dollar is 
illegal in the Soviet Union and one can earn ten 
years' prison for this crime. The officials of the In
tourist "promised" not to prosecute for bringing dollars 
(a hollow assurance); or, they insisted, "have your 
relatives in America cable the $400 per person." And 
in those days $400 was a fortune. Mir was desperate! 

One yeshiva fellow who possessed a Gern1an pass
port with a "J" for "JUDE" on it (which meant 
second-class citizenship) mustered the audacity to 
complain to the German consul who was in the process 
of closing. The Nazi consul found it amusing to tease 
the Soviets on behalf of a Jew. He called up: "Don't 
you accept your own currency?" 'fhat Jew was the 
only individual to travel for rubles; all the others 
were forced to pay in dollars. 

Rabbi Kalmanowitz with the help of the Vaad 
Hatzala raised money for the travel expenses in three 
months. Thus between January and March 1941 the 
students and faculty were transferred in small groups 
via Trans-Siberian Railroad to Vladivostok, where they 
embarked by boat to Kobe-Ku, the port of Japan. Once 
in Japan, they waited and hoped for entry to the U.S. 
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But on December 1941, Japan attacked Pearl Harbor, 
and the U.S. declared war on Japan. To make matters 
worse, Poland had also declared war on Japan. Thus 
the Mirrer Yeshiva people, possessing Polish passports, 
became enemies of Japan overnight. Japan's only ally 
was Germany, and they feared that the pathological 
hatred for the Jews would transfer from Berlin to 
Tokyo. Remarkably, the Japanese behaved correctly 
under the circumstances. 

Rabbi Kalmanowitz had the delicate task of supply
ing money to the Yeshiva in time of war. The anti
Japanese hysteria in America made sending funds to 
the enemy unthinkable, even for sustaining the yeshiva 
and other refugees. The need was imperative, for while 
the Japanese were correct and even cordial in their 
treatment of the Jews, they certainly would not feed 
them. Rabbi Kalmanovitz managed with the silent 
approval of the U.S. government to maintain the 
yeshiva in Japan, and then in Japanese-held Shanghai, 
by sending funds through Switzerland. After the war, 
in September of 1946, he finally welcomed the entire 
yeshiva in San Francisco. 

MIRACLE NO. 5: A Ben-Torah in Stockholm, 
and No Dutchman in Chita 

Those of us from the Yeshiva of Kaminetz (located 
then in Raseinai) like all other yeshiva students, had 
given up any hopes for emigration. The Soviets an
nounced a deadline for accepting emigration applica
tions. We could not even apply, for first one needed 
a passport and a visa, and we had neither. And even 
if we ever obtained passports, we could no longer 
get Curacao nor J apancse visas without traveling to 
Moscow-and who could travel to Moscow? How we 
envied Mir! And how bitter we were. 

Then suddenly, passports arrived from the Polish 
Embassy in Berne, Switzerland, mailed to us by an 
American Kaminetz student, with the help of the Vaad 
Hatzala. But we were still without visas, and the re
maining days of registration were few. We then received 
letters from Stockholm, Sweden, granting us Curacao 
visas. We later learned that they were sent by a ben 
Torah, a refugee from Germany, who on the verge of 
starvation spent his food money on Curacao visas, 
issued by the Dutch Embassy in Stockholm. (He is 
well known today as Rabbi Shlomo Wolbe, Rosh 
Yeshiva in Beer Y aakov, Israel.) 

Now that we had "proof" of intention to emigrate, 
we all registered with the Soviet office, presenting all 
documents, including the three personal photographs 
required. To receive the Soviet exit visa, however, we 
first needed the Japanese transit. So we mailed our 
visas and passports to the Japanese Embassy in Moc
cow requesting a transit. They all came back-refused. 

We were dismayed. Some attributed the refusal to 
the form of the Curacao visa-an independent letter, 
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instead of a stamp in our passports. Apparently the 
Japanese consul in Moscow consulted the Dutch consul 
who explained the defect to him-all Curacao "visas" 
were only "annotations" and not legally acceptable
thus the rejection. We reasoned that we would have 
to find a Japanese consul who could not consult his 
Dutch counterpart. Someone discovered that in the 
city of Chila, in the Soviet Far-East, there was a 
Japanese consul. We immediately mailed our passports 
and Stockholm-Curacao visas to Chila, confident that 
no Dutchman would be there to "open his eyes." The 
consul was a gentleman, indeed, immediately mailing 
back a visa to everyone. Some people who received 
those Chita visas (thanks to Rabbi Wolbe) had rela
tives in America who paid Intourist for their transpor
tation, and made it to Japan. Others, myself included, 
were victims of the slowness of the Soviet mail, and 
lack of money for Intourist. When we finally were 
about to receive the Soviet exit visa, they closed the 
office. We missed the deadline. 

:rvr1RACLE No. 6: Safe in Siberia 

Anyone who applies for emigration from the USSR 
is automatically an enemy of the Soviet regime, for 
only a fascist will leave the Communist heaven for 
the Capitalistic hell of the outside world. And such a 
person is treated accordingly. Siberia, for reeducation 
into Soviet reality. This dreadful prospect of Siberia 
was hanging over our heads like a nightmare. The 
long cold nine months of winter, the taiga with average 
temperatures of twenty below zero, the hard labor, 
prison life-and what would become of Shabbos? and 
Kashrus? There was no way of escape, for the regime 
had the addresses and three photographs of each 
applicant. Little did we realize that this would be 
the biggest miracle of all. Only one week later, on a 
Saturday and Sunday, June 14 and 15, 1941, all visa 
applicants-bnei Torah all-were rounded up, packed 
into box-cars and shipped off to Siberia. Then, the 
following Sunday morning (June 22) the German 
Army attacked the Soviet Union. The Nazi war 
machine pushed into Russia with full deliberate speed, 
all the way to Moscow. And with the same speed, 
only seven days ahead of the Nazi juggernaut, the 
box-cars with their precious cargo traveled to various 
prison camps in Siberia, to safety. 

SOCIAL WORKER 
Yes-your own community needs you 
We are looking for an Orthodox social worker with 
an M.S.W. degree to work full time in our Foster 
Care and Adoption Service. ACSW supervision. 

- Competitive salary. -
Inquire: MR. KAUFMAN, 

OHEL CHILDREN'S HOME - !2121 851-6300 
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YAAKOV ELISHVILLI from Russia is in Israel now. He 
wants to remain a Torah·loyal Jew, just as his par· 
ents were-even under Stalin. 
HE'S ONE of tens of thousands of Russian Jews 
streaming into Israel from behind the Iron Curtain. 
For fifty years we feared their loss-and blamed the 
Ki-emlin. For fifty years we prayed for their release
and, now it has come true. If we do not help them 
build a new life, whom shall we blame ... but our· 
selves? 
THEY NEED special educational facilities and pro· 
9rams for children, because of language problems 
and lack of previous Torah trainin9 •.. special sum· 
mei- camps and vocational training for teen·agers ... 
special synagogues and reli9ious leaders to carry on 
their unique traditions ..• religious articles l mezuzos, 
t'fillin, etc.) ... the opportunity to learn Hebrew 
and adapt to a new life style in religious surround
ings. 
TO MEET these needs, and much more, the RUSSIAN 
IMMIGRANT RESCUE FUND was founded. Respondinq 
to the call of today's leading Torah scholars and 
sages, a committee of American businessmen-serv
ing without pay-has undertaken to raise the neces
sary funds and to disburse them in Israel with fiscal 
responsibility. 
Last year we raised and disbursed IL 1,500,000. Olim 
from Russia can be saved for a Torah way of life
if we work hard and fast. 
Last year's immigrants still need help. Next year's 
immiqrants will need even more . . . at least 
IL 5,000,000! 
We appeal to every G-d fearing Jew: "DO NOT 
FORSAKE YOUR BROTHERS!" 

RUSSIAN IMMIGRANT RESCUE FUND 
5 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10038 

D Enclosed please find my donation of $ 

0 Please enter my pledge cf $ 

Name 

Address 

City... State. Zip ... 
All confribufions are income-fax deductible. 

As anticipated, the conditions \Vere oppressive and 
the climate unforgiving-especially for bnei Torah 
who were not accustomed to physical labor, the taiga. 
and starvation. Yet eighty to ninety percent returned 
safely, saved from Auschwitz. 

As 1. record n1y me1nories-whenevcr I chance 
across a first or second generation Mirrer tahnid or 
a Siberian alumnus. J am reminded of the z'chus of 
Rabbi Kalmanowitz '"ll and (C"n' ,,J') Rabbi 
Wolbc (by grace of his Curacao visas. hundreds es
caped the Nazi onslaught, finding refuge in either 
Siberia or Japan), and the consuls of Japan and 
Holland in Kovno. 

I have atte1npted to track down these two gcntlcn1en. 
J have not succeeded in the case of the Japanese consul, 
but I have discovered that the Dutchman is Mr. J. 
Zwartcndijk \vho lives now in retirement in Rottcrdan1. 
While serving as te1nporary consul in Kovno. he once 
asked permission from Her Majesty's Ambassador to 
Riga Dr. 1.I>.J. de Decker to issue a visa to Curacao 
for a friend. When the Japanese and Soviet consul 
accepted his annotation, he then issued 1400 n1orc. 
thus saving n1any Jewish lives. (One visa can cover 
an entire family of people.) He did this totally on his 
o\vn~ defying orders to close shop, wholly fro1n hun1ane 
considerations. 

Mr. Zwartcndijk will go down in our history as a 
noble saver of Jives. May G-d bless hin1 with long 
life, health and joy. C: 

~ 1111111111 Ill 111111 111111111111111111 ti 111111 Ill It! ti 111111111111 111111 Ill ti g 
Bais Yaakov of Queens _ 
ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL 

124-50 Metropolitan Avenue 

Kindergarten, Pre I-A 

Kew Gardens, N. Y. 

Registration 
For Fall 5734 

Elementary and Junior High Schoo!, I -8 
High School, 9-12 
High Schoo! approved by N. Y. State Board of Regents 
Brand new modern building 
Outstanding licensed and experienced Teachers 
Emphasis on Scholarship, Mitzvos and Midos 
Individual attention 
2 fully-equipped science laboratories 
Beautiful air-conditioned gym 
Hot lunches in air-conditioned cafeteria 
Ample facilities for extracurricular activities 
Free transportation to all parts of Queens 

For further information call: 

RABBI MOSHE NEUMAN RABBI CHAIM MEDETSKY 
Principal, Elementary School Principal, High School 

847-5352 847-7881 

= 
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Letters to the Editor 

Jewish ()bscr,1cr: 
. A 'fhreat to Israel's Survival 

To the Editor: 
f wish to register n1y objection 

to the unfair criticis1n of Golda 
Meir (Second Looks, JO March: 
'73). It's a wonder the Jews have 
lasted this long, the way they tear 
each other to pieces. It seems to me 
we all-Orthodox and non-Ortho
dox--havc a stake in the survival 
of Israel. 

MRs. DAVID CmtEN 

Long Island City, N. Y. 

Edit.orial Reply: 
Survival

Definitions an~l Components 

It is difficult to sec where the 
clcn1ent of unfairness enters in our 

' 
criticis1n of Mrs. Meir's conduct. 
'There is no inaccuracy in the facts 
as \ve presented them; all were 
quoted fron1 accepted news sources 
(JTA, New York Times, etc.). As 
for ex posing weaknesses of a fcllo\v 
Jew, we were not dealing with the 
personal behavior of a private 
individual. It was in her capacity 
as representative of a Jewish State 
that Mrs. Meir publicly violated 
kashrus, and it was the schools of 
that State that presented Christianity 
with sympathy. 

Mrs. Cohen seems to feel that 
criticizing Israel's leadership is im
prudent and that it jeopardizes the 
security of the country. We beg to 
differ. 1srac1 is a democratic country, 
and as such it docs not benefit from 
calcifying its leaders in dcmi-godic 
poses in son1c untouchable Pan-

theon. Golda Meir is keenly aware 
of the pitfalls of pre-mortem deifi
cation, and she seeks to lead the 
country as a very hu1nan being. 
It was our intention to point out. 
that one cannot use basic tenets of 
Jewish faith-Ani Ma'<uninl, Ant 
Yisroel Chai-for their nostalgic 
value and then ignore then1, even 
trample on them. in the conduct of 
the affairs of the State. The stability 
of fsrael the State is no less secure 
as a result of these remarks . 

Beyond the relevance of criticis1n 
to the de111ocratic tradition. these 
co1n1ncnts arc meant to enhance our 
people's survival. The security of 
Israel is not strengthened by "unity 
at all costs." On the contrary, it can 
be terribly eroded by such an ap
proach. for the blurring of dcn1arca
tions between the desirable and 
rejcctablc tends to obscure the role 
of the Jewish People as a "holy 
nation and a kingdom of priests'
a role which can only be fully 
realized in the Holy Land through 
fidelity to Torah. Neither ten 
thousand Mirages nor a n1il1ion 
armored tanks can compensate for 
the distortion of one "A ni Ma'a-
111in," for physical survival at the 

IS RAEL Day & Night: 425-5749 Day only: 435-5742 

Burials and American Disinterments 
)t'll!l 1'11!W l'll;'iW 

is privileged to announce that RIVERSIDE is the only 
licensed funeral director in the U.S. able to effect 

Transfer to Israel within 24 hours 
RIVERSIDE also is available as the 

Sole agent for Sanhadrea Cemetery 
HAR HAZEITIM • HAR HAMENUCHOT 

AND ALL CEMETERIES IN ISRAEL 
RIVERSIDE only can offer this service: 
Enroute to Israel within 24 hours 

Strict adherence to Ha1acha and Minhagim. 
Arrangements made during lifetime with no obligation. 
Chapel secured in any community. 

RIVERSIDE 
Memorial Chapel, Inc. • Funeral Directors 

MANHATTAN: 76th St at Amsterdam Ave .• EN 2-6600. 
BROOKLYN: Ocean P'way at Prospect Park - UL 4-2000 
BRONX: Grand Councourse at 179th Street· LU 3-6300 
WESTCHESTER: 21 West Broad Street, Mt. Vernon 

(914] MO 4-6800 
FAR ROCKAWAY: 1250 Central Avenue • FA 7-7100 
Chapels in MIAMI and MIAMI BEACH - JE 1·1151 

SOLOMON SHOULSON ANDREW FIER 
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NECINAH ORCHESTRAS 
Superb Musical Entertainment 

For All Your Simchas 
Also: For I-Ion1e Entertainment 

NEGINAH RECORDS 
For information write our Record Dept. 

LAST CALL 
FOR BOYS 

CAMP AGUDAH 
Ferndale, N. Y. 

• 
FOR GIRLS 

CAMP BNOS 
Liberty, N. Y. 

To register, phone, write, 
or visit city office today: 

5 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK CITY 10038 
Tel. !2121 WO 4·1620 
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GO KOSHER ... f • V 
... WITH 

SCHREIBER 
...---._.'_~Traveling by air? Go the Schreiber 

~- (CJ , route with a G!att Kosher gourmet 
':· . ~ meal! Breakfasts, lunches, dinners and 

i · ~-~-- " ''-~ snacks. Ask for Schreiber meals when 
i .. •-~A.ST ae.s=: 1'!I i you make your flight reservat'1on. Most 
,_-- -·_, 'fm~~' domestic and international air lines 
':=11.j -=!"<...&· serve our home-style meals. Ask for 
Schreiber and fly sure because the sky's the limit for quality 
and taste in our Kosher food. 
Also available on request in hotels, hospitals, other away-

@ 71 

LETTERS CONTINUED 

expense of spiritual values is not 
survival at a11, but national suicide . 

and in retail stores. (Jj'9~' "'~916 
from-home eating places ~ f f , 

Jn addition, physical survival on 
its own is an impossible attainment 
for the Jewish People-especially 
so in the Holy Land. Our commit
ment to the flourishing of Israel the 
People in its own Land does not 
permit us to ever lose sight of our 
People's highly sensitive relation
ship with the Land, which is des
cribed in Talmudic literature as the 
Almighty's royal palace, where the 
least breach of decorum can trigger 
expulsion. Thus, the Divine admon
ition: "Do not defile yourselves in 
the ways of the nations . . . (lest) 
the Land reject you" (Vayikra 18:-
24, 25). Fidelity to Torah and 
1nitzvos is the keystone to our sur
vival in the Holy Land. 

PREPARED UNDER RABBINICAL@ Schreiber Airline Caterers, Inc. 
g~~~'6vJ~1i>NcOcfN~HREE~~~~~No;. U 9024 Foster Ave .. Bklyn., N.Y. 11236 
U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED Phone (212) 272-9184 

RABBI JOZEF KATZ 
83 Division Avenue 

<lF 

MARK LOVTNGER 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11211 

ALL LEADING HOTELS BANQUET HALLS 

AND JEWISH CENTERS AVAILABLE 

388-4204 388-3590 863-8892 

In our "Second Looks" column, 
we were calling Israel's political 
leadership to task for mouthing 
beautiful phrases and not following 
through with actions and policies of 
equal beauty. This was a call to the 
defense of Jewish survival. D 

il?'llil ~!l1i 

• Caterer for Agudath Israel Conventions and Dinners • 
EV 7-1750 
!.'"," ii;o 

il.'ll'Ti•cvis •c:i:wrii•i~v 

SCHECHTER & HIRSCH'S 

K:~:l/a7ill£46H@L 
ENTIRE OCEANFRONT ILDCl'i- 31th to 31th St. MIAMI BEACH 

... is a GREAT Kosher Hotel -you'll love it! 
• DIAi. For Reservations Speak to 
MIAMI SAM SCHECHTER FREE PARKING 

BEACH 8QQ _ 327 _ 8165 PRIVATE POOL 

FREE! Or Call N.Y. Off: Pl 7w4238 SAND~N~EACH 
Evenings & Sunday FA 7-1742 

Encircle on your calendar now 

RESERVE THANKSGIVING WEEKEND 

NOVEMBER 22 • 25 

for the 

51st NATIONAL CONVENTION of 

AGUDATH ISRAEL OF AMERICA 
Sheraton·Deauville Hotel, Atlantic: City 
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The Unfortunate Problem of 
"Mamzeirus" 

To the Editor: 
I have been following your cover

age of the Langer tragedy in Israel 
with great interest. I sincerely hope 
it will succeed in making your 
readers aware of the vast propor
tions of the same problem here in 
America. 

Taking into account the prevail
ing divorce rates, the large number 
of Jews unlikely to go to an Ortho
dox rabbi for a proper Jewish 
divorce, and the number of subse
quent children such Jewish women 
are likely to have, I would estimate 
that there are tens of thousands 
Jews with the status of n7amzeirus 
currently in the U,S.-If anything, 
I underestimate the amounts. 

Jewish Law requires a Jewish 
man and woman to obtain a get-a 
divorce in accordance with halachah 
-even if only a civil marriage took 
place. Should a married woman 
fail to obtain such a get, children 
such a woman bears from a future 
marriage will result in the possibility 
of their being 1namzeirim-who 
may only marry other mamzeirim 
or converts to Judaism. 

The sacreligious Reform and 
Conservative movements, in addi
tion to giving us spurious conver
sions, have greatly contributed to 
the tremendous problem of mam-

zeirim in the U.S. Some years ago, 
the Reform movement declared that 
all that is needed to dissolve a 
marriage is a civil divorce. We have 
not yet fully realized the terrible 
crime committed against the Jewish 
People by this irresponsible action. 
The Conservative movement does 
give a spurious divorce that is unac
ceptable to Orthodoxy and which 
results in the same status of mam
zeirim. It is no wonder, then, that 
many rabbis say that in some ways 
the Conservative movement is even 
more harmful than the Reform 
movement, since it deludes Jews 
more. 

Perhaps my note will help clarify 
the evil that can result from such 
"harmless" practices as utilizing 
halachic shortcuts. 

As a result, the utmost caution 
must be exercised, especially where 
an error today can adversely effect 
all future generations. All Jews who 
care in the least for the Jewish 
People should only go to an authen
tic rabbi when seeking a divorce. 

IRVING POLLACK 

The Bronx, New York 

Lapidus Bros. Gemilath Chesed 
Ass'n of the Crown Hts. 

A9udath Israel, Inc:. 
For Applications: 

Call RABBI JOSHUA SILBERMINTZ 
at: WO 4-1620 or write: 

c/o AGUDATH IsRAEL 
5 Beekman St., New York 10038 

liF~O=n=eo~f~W=o~r~ld~'=sL~a~r~9e~s~t~~I =~C~a=m~e=r~a=S=t~o~r~e=s=r.i 

flt/I !/tee/ <t/amer<a rffz.c£a~e 
Complete Line of Cameras and Photo Supplies 

82 WALL STREET NEW YORK, N. Y. 
Telephone: WH 4-0001 

Wholesale • Mail Order • Retail 
Spec:ia/ Reduc:tions to all Readers of "The Jewish Observer" 
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MAY 5, 1974 
should be set aside on 
your c:alendar for the 

52nd ANNIVERSARY 
DINNER of AGUDATH 
IS.RAEL OF AMERICA 

Statler Hilton, New York City 

THE WORLD FAMOUS 
DIGEST OF MEFORSHIM 

'1'11?7 '111:l '1'1p; 
?"ll i11o?x ?x1~t11 ,, l";ii;i~ 

Available at 

LEK UTE I I NC. 
c/o I. Rosenberg 

I 0 West 47th Street, Room 702 
New York, N. Y. 10036 

20 Volumes on Torah Perek 
Medrash, Megilas and Talmud'. 
Procee?s of so/es distributed among 

YeshJVos and used for reprinting 
of volumes out-of~prinf 

PRICE $4.50 PER VOLUME 
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11wvim wn1nr.:i11 7::i ov •1•r.:in 
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L. ZISHINSKY 

850 Eastern Parkway 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11213 

Tel. 772-2837 • 493-7170 
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MEHL FAMILY 

·\v\,~lUBll"SSf; 
CATERERS 

Announce that they are now the exclusive 
Glatt Kosher Caterers, available under 
supervision of Rabbi Dr. Joseph Breuer, 
maintaining their own Glatt Kosher Kitchen 

AT 

t" l~~~~~~~~~~~~~!-~U~ 
Your own special occasion, catered to 
perfection, in the most dramatic setting, 
offering spectacular panoramic views of 

the entire City of New York. 

• 
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR 

100 lo 1000 GUESTS 
With Parking & Open Chupah 

Also still available af all 
leading Hofefs and T em pies. 

Call (212) BO 3-!0iO or 592-5000 
for choice Weekend or Weekday dates. 

• 
111 St. at 52 Ave., Flushing, Queens 
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JO: Afraid of the Dark ••. 

To the Editor: 
Nothing would delight me more 

than to send you my subscription 
cancellation-except that I would 
then stop receiving your stimulatino-. a 
Journal. You fully deserve your loss, 
but I'n1 not willing to suffer mine. 

I object to what seems to be a 
matter of policy with you: You 
lead your readers up to the brink 
of profundity. But instead of leap
ing forth, exploring its exhilirating 
depths, you invariably stop and 
retreat a step or two. Then you 
build up ramparts of dogma on 
either side-to protect ;,s, the 
readers, fron1 the unchartered abyss 
of inte11ectual searching on one 
side, and to protect yourselves from 
the return of the barbed missi!ing 
that you so regularly and effectively 
thwack out at your adversaries. 

May I for-instance my accusa
tion? "The NRP is not a band of 
self-serving fools; they have a phi
losophy, and it has some built-in 
contradictions." How heady! Are we 
going to explore their anguish; and 
perhaps gain insight into those 
treasured roots of Chibas Haaretz 
and A !1~vas Y isroel that are perhaps 
too visionary (or too Kookist, if 
you will) for the hard knocks of 
political reality? No. Instead. you 
back up and erect those trusty 
sandbags. We are reminded of the 
NRP's string of compromises, and 
arc lectured on the dangers of pick-

Weddings· Bar· Mitzvahs 
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ing the wrong rabbinical leadership, 
as if there were no ideas to explore, 
only judgments to be made. And 
nothing beats 20-20 hindsight! 

This penchant for glibness on the 
very edges of profundity seems to 
have rubbed off on your reader
writers. Here we are in America 
where the laws of the land are s~ 
a1norphous, and the opportunities 
for earning a living so myriad, that 
innovates, purists and eclectics in 
education all have an ideal labora
tory-situation for testing or pur
suing Torah IM Derech Eretz, or 
BU Derech Eretz, or whatever, to 
its nth degree. The homes of Boro 
Park, Forest Hills and Washington 
Heights surely can provide en~ugh 
subscribers to any approach to f~l
low the lead of anyone who is truly 
committed to one of these ap
proaches. At first introduction 
Breslauer seemed to be up-dating ~ 
Hirschian syllabus, while Kleinbard 
and Company sounded like echoes 
of Eastern Europe. Wonderful! We 
are about to debate the age-old 
problem of the validity of Torah IM 
Derech Eretz anew! But no. The 
trusty retreat to the boondocks of 
dogma, and Breslauer preaches 
expediency and Kleinbard espouses 
bowing to "governmental decree." 
Humbug! They are both afraid of 
the dark at the foot of the abyss. 

Kindly accept my cancellation!
with a $12 check for renewal en
closed. Have bookplates printed: 

YERACHMIEL WAGNER 

East Meadow, Long Island 

SERVICES ARRANGED IN 
YOUR COMMUNITY 

Norman L. Jeffer 
COMMUNITY CHAPELS, 

Inc. 
47th Street & Ft. Hamilton Parkway 

Broolclyn Phone UL 3-4000 

Mikvah under Supervision of 
Bikur Cholim of Soro Park 
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Etlitorifll Reply: 
JO: Journalis1n or Dog1natis1n? 

It has been said that one 1nan's 
profundity is another man's plati
tudes. If Mr. Wagner feels short
changed by JO articlcs at times, we 
suggest that it inight reflect his ex
pectations fron1 a specific discussion 
rather than a JO editorial policy. 

We do call ourselves "The Jewish 
·Observer" and we profess to do 
n1orc than observe "them" fron1 
our secure ramparts. We also ex
amine ourselves, our ideas, our 
dreams and failures. And we aspire 
to shed light for others groping for 
truth at the bottom of the abyss. 
There arc times, we hope, when we 
do succeed-Mr. Wagner's frustra
tions notwithstanding. 

As for the articles specific to Mr. 
Wagner's la1ncnt, we are in fu11 
agreement that Chibas Ha'aretz and 
Ahavas Yi.1roel (love for the Land 
and People of Israel) are well within 
the pale of JO concerns. and beyond 
doubt constitute worthy topics for 
Jewish observation and profound 
contemplation. -Rabhi Meyers chose 
to confine his discussion of "The 
Tragedy of Religious Zionism" to 
the Mizrachi's doctrinal compulsion 
to embrace two philosophical in
co111patibles at once, and the con
tortions that have resulted in its 
political postures. To he sure, there 
arc roots to this doctrine. One 
n1ight suggest. as Mr. Wagner im
plies. that the Mizrachi's judgn1enta1 
powers may have been impaired by 
its excess of love for People and 
l~ancl. in line with "A havah 111ekal
keles es hashura-Lovc can distort 
the line of reason." . . Others 
maintain (and Rahbi Meyer chooses 
to re.iect this approach in his article) 
that the Mizrachi"s blinding love is 
for political power, and that it is 
this love that provokes it to its 
questionable declarations and com
promising positions. 

I was Rabbi Meyer's thesis that 
in the world of nit and grit, Miz
rachi philosophy has lost its Torah 
moorings, and \Vhereas a utopian 
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wish may father a thought, it cannot 
beget a viable policy. 

In any case, "the treasured roots 
of Chibas Ha'aretz and Ahavas 
Yisroel" would best be explored in 
a context devoid of politically in
spired distortions. 

The yeshiva secular education 
debate was an outgrowth of Rabbi 
Brcslauer's very pragmatic search 
for the fuller realization of the ye
shiva's potential within its present 
framework. We thought it a rather 
welcome respite from the weighty 
pronouncements that so often sur
round Hirschian dialogues. But 
these, too, will have their place in 
our pages. 

Mr. Wagner's "cancc1lation'' 
brings to mind a basic question: Is 
there such a creature as creative 
religious journalism, or is the term a 
self-contradiction? After all, Juda
isn1 does encompass a syste1n of 
beliefs that simply does not allow 
for unbridled intellectual specula
tion. Yet, throughout its rich history, 
Judaism has enjoyed a panoply of 
darkei avodah-divergent paths in 
service to G-d-and part of this 
diversity included philosophical rea
soning as a Iegitin1atc approach to 
faith. True enough, in the times of 
the great religious philosophers 
(such as Rambam, Yehuda Halevi, 
and Rabbi Joseph A Ibo). minds 

were Jess encumbered with transi
tory values, and speculation resulted 
in the reinforcement of faith. Rea
son did not challenge emunah; it 
buttressed en1unah. 

Further, our impoverished gener
ation has witnessed the usurping of 
Jewish leadership and spokesman
ship by forces opposed to Torah, 
and one may well argue that there 
is scant room for the luxury of un
limited diversity and for stepping 
beyond the framework of strict 
traditionalism to view ourselves 
from the outside. 

But it is incorrect to assume that 
Torah journalism is therefore limi
ted. The Seventy Faces of Torah 
invite analytic studies and compara
tive examination of the contrasting 
facets of Judaism in the world of 
thought and action-drawing from 
the past and projecting to the future. 
These views can be intoxicating in 
their permutations, combinations, 
and applications. There is no rival 
to the potential of this field. 

We must, therefore, disagree with 
Mr. Wagner. We are not afraid of 
the dark, and we do our best to 
exa1nine all the craggy hollows and 
shadowy shapes of the abyss, in the 
light of Torah teachings .... Pity 
on those who are afraid of the light. 

D 

NCSY GOES TO YES HIV A-An expenence m intensive 
Jewish Jiving and Torah learning. 

EAST (:OAST/for Hi.gh School Students of all backgrounds. 2 weeks, 
July 15-29. Beautiful campus of Ner Israel Rabbinical College. Balti
more, Maryland. Program includes daily swin1111ing, sports, recreation, 
trips. NCSY staff includes Rabbi Binyomin Schiller, Rabbi Boruch 
Taub, Ivan Lerner. Cost for 2 weeks-$85 (excluding transportation). 

WEST COAST/Kolle! Program at Camp NCSY, Sequoia Lake, Cali
fornia. For High School Seniors/College Freshmen and Sophomores 
with at least one year yeshiva background or equivalent. Entire month 
of July; Cost-$200 (excluding transportation). 
Kolle! Director: Rabbi Mordechai Willig 
Camp Director: Lee San1son 

For information write: Yeshiva Program, NCSY, 116 East 27th St. New York. 
N. Y. 10016 or NCSY, 9030 W. Olympic Blvd. Beverly Hills, California 90211; 
Southern Region NCSY. 3414 Prairie Avenue, Miami Beach, Fla. 33140; 
Atlantic Seaboard NCSY. 3700 Parkfield Road. Pikesville, Maryland 21208/ 
National Conference of Synagogue Youth of the Union of Orthodox Jewish 
Congregations of America. 
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Why Knock Legitimate 
Activities for Soviet Jewry? 

To the Editor: 
The two page spread in the Nisan 

issne of the Jewish Observer sug
gesting commitments to new mitz
vos in sympathy with the plight of 
Soviet Jewry is commendable and 
appropriate. But why mar this con
structive idea by a gratuitous dig at 
those who attend rallies or who 
choose to publicly dramatize the 
plight of Soviet Jewry? Charac
terizing these activities as "street 
theater" and as "only touching the 
emotions" ill becomes a Torah 
journal. 

There are multiple legitimate 
ways to work for this worthy cause 
and, indeed, Torah Jews shou]d 
have additional, unique modes of 
response. To condescendingly deni
grate sincere individuals' efforts is 
inconsistent with the derech of the 
Ba' a lei M ussar and is in poor taste. 

To characterize as "street theater" 
the donning of prison uniforms is 
absurd. When Mordechai donned 
sackcloth and ashes he did so 
specifically to awaken the Jewish 
people at that time. This dramatic 

T. A.G. 
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Announces Registration 
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Yeshiva High School. 

act indeed was brought to Esther's 
attention, and, in part, precipitated 
action via an apparently natural 
means-an appeal to Achashverosh. 
Public donning of a prison uniform 
has exactly the same effect, in the 
modern idiom. To characterize it 
as "street theater" is the height of 
insensitivity - particularly when 
many of those who have donned 
prison garb have themselves re
cently arrived from the Soviet Union 
and should be in a position to 
decide whether such activities are 
only of "some value to the 
demonstrator.'' 

To say that an action only 
"touches the emotions" is hard to 
understand coming from a publi
cation that is well aware that the 
emotions have heen used by many 
legitimate Jewish movements to 
draw Jews back and to reawaken a 
Jewish spark. When Chabad goes 
on a college campus it initially 
kindles "only" the emotions-sub
sequently reason also is kindled. 
Since when is it wrong to kindle the 
Jewish emotions of compassion and 
Ahavas Yisroel-although obvious
ly these emotions must ultimately be 
linked to objective deeds, to mitz
vos maasiyos? Indeed many of those 
who started with demonstrations 
have gone on to send packages, to 
visit the Soviet Union and bring in 
taslunishei k' dusha at great incon
venience, and to engage in a host of 
other useful activities. The Student 
Struggle for Soviet Jewry, for ex
ample, has now led in the organiza
tion of the Techiya project, com
posed of orthodox college students 
who volunteer their summers to 
spread Torah among Russian olim 
in Israel. There are dozens of multi
faceted activities carried out by 
these "theater performers," and if 
The Jewish Observer is not familiar 
with them, there are many Torah 
true Jews ... who would be happy 
to share them with the editors of 
The Observer. 

As one who spent three emotion
ally wrenching weeks in the Soviet 
Union during Yorn Kippur and 

Sukkos last year and who spoke to 
hundreds of Jews there and can 
state unequivocally that the great 
majority of Russian Jews to whom I 
spoke do not share your disdain for 
"street theater," but, in fact, are 
asking for encores and are hoping 
that all Jewry, even of the Observer 
camp, wil] join in. 

Finally the consistent and in
creasing chorus of public demon
strations and the like have produced 
one other major accomplishment. 
These public pressures have finally 
influenced even publications like the 
Jewish Observer. The Student Strug
gle for Soviet Jewry (and others) 
have been publicly asking for action 
for Soviet Jewry since 1962 (this 
group was run for years almost 
singlehandedly by two orthodox 
young men, Yaakov Birnbaum and 
Glen Richter, who gave literally all 
of their waking time for years with
out recompense and without regard 
to their livelihood and careers). 
Only after the crescendo of protest 
has reached the point where even 
the Observer can no longer ignore 
it, have you come forth with your 
commendable recent suggestions. 
Let us admit the truth: You and I 
will have to give a din v' cheshbon 
for our inactivity for these many 
years, while a handful of individuals 
who were kolos kor'im bamidbar 
were demonstrating and pleading 
for our Jewish brethren in Russia. 
Our guilt cannot be assuaged by 
bitul towards the long standing, at 
least partially successful, efforts of 
the few Jews who felt the anguish 
of their brethren sufficiently to cry 
out-perhaps irrationally-for help. 
Individuals who really feel pain 
cannot always be expected to ex
press anguish in non-emotional 
ways. 

Unfortunately the tendency to 
denigrate others in a carping, even 
if at times justified, manner detracts 
seriously from the otherwise fine 
qualities of your journal. 

SEYMOUR GLICK. M.D. 
The Coney Island Hospital 
Brooklyn, New York 
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Editorial Reply: 
Reading for a Fuller 

Redemption 

The editorial suggestion to as
sume a renewed commit1nent to 
mitzvos was a can to elevate an 
emotional feeling to the level of a 
spiritual response-to convert a 
fleeting reaction to a binding, up
lifting one. If the reader's path was 
detoured by a "gratuitous dig," as 
Dr. Glick suggests, it is deeply re
gretted, for then the entire purpose 
of the editorial might have been 
defeated. 

The cautionary attitude toward 
the emotional street-demonstrations 
was expressed with the hope that 
the reader would immediately seek 
some other. more spiritua 1 type of 
activity. Indeed, as Dr. Glick point
ed out, there unquestionably are in
dividuals who through their activism 
on behalf of Soviet Jewry have gone 
on to more constructive activities, 
but this is not the guaranteed result, 
and one cannot rely on the emotion 
escalating on its own. Moreover, 
so much of the effort that is ex
pended in street demonstrations 
never goes further. and in fact is 
deflected fro1n such acts of indis
putable value as fund raising for 
packages to Soviet Jews. A steady 
stream of parcels to threatened Jews 
in the USSR has infinitely more 
tangible and moraJe-boosting value 
than the best attended public rally. 

It is also worth noting that over 
the years a great deal of activity 
has been taking place by other 
people. who shun headlines by 
reason of tactics as well as person
ality. This is not meant to belittle 
the passion of Dr. Glick's concern 
or that of others similarly committed 
to helping Soviet Jews in every 
conceivable manner, but our ap
preciation should not be limited to 
that which happens to capture 
media attention. 

In addition, there are many 
authorities who have maintained 
links direct to the scene over the 
years (the Lubavitcher Rebbe. the 
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n ... 
LETTERS CONTINUED 

Skulener Rebbe, and Rabbi Pinchas 
Teitz, among others), who continue 
to discount any causal relationship 
between Jewish demonstrations in 
America and the release of Jews 
from the Soviet. 

Professor Herman Branover, who 
visited here recently, pointed out 
that the gates of immigration were 
opened dramatically before the 
advent of massive street demon
strations in America, more as a 
response to a "miraculous internal 
fermenting of the spirit" in the 
Soviet and the activism it inspired 
there. than as a reaction to foreign 
(U.S.) agitation; and that many 
Russians who were involved with 
American organizations that sponsor 
street rallies personally discounted 
their effect in private conversations 
with him. In fact, many responsible 
leaders have expressed the fear that 
the greater the Jewish visibility at 
protests here, the more will authori
ties in the USSR tend to identify 
the Jewishness of their 3 million 
Jewish '"hostages" with a threat to 
their control over them, and the 
greater the possibility of heightened 
retaliation in the form of religious 
oppression. 

,, 
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''"' cempleted ... 
the e1H- lmpi,.1Mm 

Ultimately, redemption from any go/us depends 
in greatest measure on spiritual awakening 

On the other hand, non-denomi
national de1nonstrations and Con
gressional pressures (such as the 
J aekson Amendment) are recog
nized to be extremely potent, and 
are an entirely different 1natter. 

It is extremely difficult to deter
mine that point where effectiveness 
ends and indiscretion begins. The 
J 0 does not profess to know where 
that point lies and prefers to rely 
on the judgment of Gedolei Torah, 
whose loyalty and sense of respon
sibility need no testimony, than to 
rely on crowds and their leaders, 
who most certainly can be motivated 
by the highest of ideals, but arc 
subject to the vagaries of crowd 
psychology. 

Perhaps this very point can best 
be illustrated by Dr. Glick's equat
ing "public donning of a prison 
uniform" in New York City-1973, 
with "Mordeehai donning sackcloth 
and ashes ... precipitating action 
via an apparently natural means
an appeal to Achashverosh." 

Every "natural" assessment of 
the situation in Mordechai's Shu
shan would have dictated a totally 
different course of action 
one that would have avoided gra
tuitously antagonistic behavior like 

the 

PRUZANSKY BROTHERS 
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throughout the year. , 

with particularly moderatt package deals. 

Mordechai's. In fact, Mordeehai's 
conduct over the decade described 
in the Megil/ah, beginning with his 
boycotting of Achashvcrosh's coro
nation festival, was against all 
"natural") laws of political science. 
Any Persian Jew even moderately 
alienated from Torah loyalties 
would have taken strong exception 
to Mordechai's abstaining from the 
royal feast and to his ~ubsequent 
baiting of Haman-clearly the os
tensible cause of all the trouble. He 
would have been unconcerned. or 
at least unaware, that Mordcchai's 
strategy was aimed at expressing 
disdain for idolatry and at giving 
expression to a soul-felt anguish 
over Haman's genocidical designs 
-both aimed primarily at effecting 
a personal teshuvah and at return
ing the hearts of the Children of 
Israel to their Father. 

True, Esther did appeal to 
Achashverosh as a result of Morde
chai's urgings, but this is not the 
sole level on which the M egillah 
occurrences are incant to be under
stood. Chazal stress the spiritual 
aspects of the Persian golus, and 
how the teshuvah inspired by Mor
dechai brought reden1ption to the 
]C\VS. 

We do not question the sincerity 
of those who participate in street 
demonstrations here, but one would 
have to Jook elsewhere to find our 
contemporary Mordechai's. Ulti
mately, the redemption of the 
Jewish people from (Jolus-Russia 
-and any go/us for that matter
depends in greatest measure on the 
spiritual awakening of the exiled. Jt 
would be a tragedy of cosmic pro
portions if the entire spiritual aspect 
of the Soviet awakening, and the 
concon1111ittant acceptance of re
ligious authority, would be side
stepped for activities of sensory and 
crr~otional appeal, designed and 
structured by a secular leadership. 
Somehow. this smacks of more 
golus, not Jess. 
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JO: Light in Berlin 

To the Editors: 
I have read the Jewish Observer 

with much enjoyment and thought
fulness, and I hearitly approve of 
the stands which you have taken on 
many controversial subjects, such as 
Yeshiva education, Rabbi Goren's 
high-handed and loose dealings with 
halacha, the "equal rights" amend
ment, and so on. You are indeed 
\Vorking and fighting for the prin
ciples of our sacred Torah as G-d 
handed it down to us on Har Sinai, 
and l want to be part of the 
struggle .... 

As the Lay Leader for Jewish 
Personnel at Tempelhof Central 
Chapel in Berlin, Germany, I can
not express how much encourage
ment [I require] in my own deal
ings \Vith irreligious Jews and un-

feeling or ignorant gentiles here. 
Your publication has helped to 
bring much of the light of under
standing and tolerance to our 
situation here. AVRAHAM ZRIMSEK 

Berlin, Gerrnany 

JEWRY-TAKE PRIDE! 

Mesivtha Tifereth Jerusalem 
Announces broad revisions for the 

coming school yeor 
• New Principal for Torah Studies Dept. 

RABBI AVRAHAM FISHELIS-Popu!ar Educator, Youth 
Worker, Author and Columnist. 
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H.S. Students. 
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• Various curriculum changes. 
a. Students dttendlng all classes from 1-12 will com

plete the entire Chumash twice in depth. 
b. The entire Mishnayos Seder Moed will be learned. 
c. Special Mishmor programs. 

• Improved Kindergarten and Pre 1-A. 
Only selected students will be accepted. 
Plus additional up-dating of Educational techniques. 

SPECIAi. SUMMER YESHIVA 
PROGRAMS AVAILABLE 

(If Sufficient Registration} 

THREE PROGRAMS: 
1. Strengthen Weaker Students. 
2. Average Students. 
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Learning Program from 9- 12-noon 
Athletic facilities available in afternoon 

4 Weeks $40.00 8 Weeks - $75.00 
July 9th to August 30th 
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PRINCIPAL, MESIVTHA TIFERETH JERUSALEM 
145 East Broadway 964-2830 New York City 
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ONE THOUSAND 

RUSSIAN IMMIGRANTS 

AT TEN COMMUNITY SEDORIM 

IN ISRAEL 

Over one thousand new Russian im
migrants marked their first year of free
dom by participating in ten community 
Sedorim throughout Israel as part of 
"Operation Pesach" sponsored by the 
Russian Immigrant Rescue Fund. The 
Sedorim were held in central gathering 
places in Be'er Sheva, Hedcra, c:armiel, 
Rehovot, Natania, Shikun Peretz in 
Ranana, Central Ranana, Tiberia, Naza
reth, and Kiryat Herzog in Bnei Brak. 
In addition to the community Sedorin1, 
"Operation Pesach" included the distri
bution of thousands of food parcels, 
Haggadas, and copies of the Jaws of 
the holiday translated into the immi
grants' mother tongue. Joining other 
Orthodox Jews for the first time on 
Pesach in Israel, this year's Seder was 
a spiritual refresher for the new 
imn1igrants. 

A high emotional point of the first 
Pesach night came when hundreds of 
other Russian in1migrants returned from 
"Seders" they had spent in secular kib~ 

butzim to which they had been sent by 
the government Immigration Authority. 
The sight of their brothers enjoying a 
S'eder in accordance with Jewish tradi
tion brought many of them to tears. The 
tireless efforts of Russian Jmmigrant 
Rescue Fund volunteers saved the one 
thousand Russian immigrants from a 
similar fate of spending their first Pesach 
in Israel in a secular kibbutz where 
bread is openly served. 

The Russian Immigrant Rescue Fund 
is the major Orthodox agency concerned 
with the spiritual absorption of the olin1 
fro1n Soviet Russia. They maintain a 
broad range of projects for this purpose, 
including children's institutions, com
munity centers, synagogues, publications, 
and person-to-person daily contacts with 
the immigrants and their families. The 
Russian Immigrant Rescue Fund, whose 
office is located at 5 Beekman Street, 
New York City, is sponsored by the 
world's foremost Torah authorities. D 
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Be sure to notify us in 
advance so that your copies 
will continue to reach you. 

AGUDAH COMBATS "REVERSE DISCRIMINATION" 
Agudath Israel of America has for the 

past year joined five major secular Jew
ish defense agencies in an effort to 
influence the Department of Health Edu
cation and Welfare to correct the 
"reverse discrimination" from which 
many Jewish teachers suffer because of 
discriminatory practices ans1ng from 
"affirmative action programs" sponsored 
by the U.S. government. As a result of 
the action by these six organizations, the 
Department of HEW's Office of Civil 
Rights appointed a special "ombudsman" 
to monitor these con1plaints of discrimi
natory practices. 

The Jewish organizations, with the 
active participation of Agudath Israel as 
the sole Orthodox member in this group, 
submitted three compilations of viola
tions in the past eight months, which 
cite a total of 72 examples where schools 
have "distorted and misapplied" HEW's 

"higher education guidelines" as a tool 
to discriminate against qualified white 
males. 

In addition to Agudath Israel of 
America, the groups working as a coali
tion to halt this "reverse discrimination" 
consist of: the American Jewish Com
mittee, American Jewish Congress, Anti
Defamation League of Bnai Brith, Jew
ish Labor Committee and Jewish War 
Veterans. In May 1972 the six Jewish 
groups met with the then"Secretary of 
1-IEW Elliot Richardson and subse
quently documented in a nlemorandum 
their charge of "dangerous trends" in 
college hirings and promotions resulting 
from policies by local HEW and college 
officials to increase the representation 
of minorities and women in their insti
tutions, overlooking the traditional merit 
system. D 

J0,000 MATZOH PARCELS SHIPPED TO RUSSIA BY AGUDAH 
In a world-wide coordinated project 

which involved Agudath Jsrael organiza
tion and other Orthodox groups in vari
ous parts of the world, 10,000 l\1atzoh 
parcels ·were shipped to Jews in Soviet 
Ru))sia. These parcels were prepared and 
shipped from the European offices of 
Agudath Israel in time for their arrival 
before Passover. 

Agudath Israel of America, through 
its Passover Commission, helped make 
these shipments of Matzoh parcels pos-

sible. This year's total of 10,000 Matzoh 
parcels exceeded previous shipments, be
cause many new names of families in 
Soviet Russia were obtained from newly
arrived Russian immigrants in Israel. 

"fhe world movement of Agudath 
lsrael has a long tradition of relief and 
rescue activities since its inception sixty 
years ago. Its activities are conducted in 
a discreet manner in 
guidelines established 
Torah authorities. 

accordance with 
by distinguished 

D 

BNOS RAISES MONEY FOR T.A.P. 
Five hundred members of Bnos Agu

dath Israel, including delegates from 
Cleveland and Philadelphia, participated 
in a grand Interbranch Pesach Festival 
on "fhursday, Chol Hamoed Pesach, 
April 19, at the auditoriun1 of the Ye
shiva of Brooklyn HS for Girls. 

The rally was sponsored by the Na~ 
tional Council of B.A.I., which is headed 
by Pessie Gross, Hadassah Sochaczewsky, 
and Fraidy Steinwurzel. It was the 
culn1inating event in a major B.A.I. 
drive to raise funds for T.A.P. Torah 
Action Program was founded by the 
Zeirei Agudath Israel of America to aid 
our brothers behind the Iron Curtain. 

Rabbi Yisroel Belsky, a Rosh Yeshiva 
in Mesifta 'forah Vodaath, and a trustee 
of T.A.P. gave an inspiring report on 
T.A.P. activities. which concentrates on 
the sending of packages to Russian Jews. 

These packages cost approximately $150 
each and enable the recipients to uphold 
Torah and A1itzvos even under the most 
oppressive circumstances. T.A.P. also 
helped establish a daycare center and 
Kindergarten for Soviet olim in Israel, 
thus ensuring these children a Torah 
Chinuch. 

"fhe entertainment in the program 
featured talented presentations by mem
bers of various Boos groups. 

At the close of the Festival the Bnos 
men1bers joined voices in recitation of 
Tehi!lin1 on behalf of their Russian 
brethren. 

Arrangements for the rally and leader~ 
ship of the drive was undertaken by 
B.A.I. of Kensington, headed by Leah 
Belsky and Miriam Biege]eisen. Over 
$3,000 was raised at this rally. D 
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JEWISH EDUCATION PROGRAM 
PUBLJSHES "YESHIVA EXPRESS" 

One of the numerous projects launched 
by the Jewish Education Program of 
Zeirei Agudath lsrael is the publication 
of the "Yeshiva Express," a monthly 
magazine ahned at youngsters residing in 
non-Orthodox communities. The entire 
thrust of the "Yeshiva Express" is instill
ing in youngsters a desire to ]earn Torah 
in Yeshivos and to continue their studies 
in -r..1esivta high schools. 

The Jewish Education Program is an 
ambitious Kiruv Reclzoki1n project aimed 
at youngsters at their most impression
able age, funded by Agudath Israel of 
America. D 

AGUDAH CAMPS OPEN JUNE 28 
Registration is about to close for 

Camp Agudah (for boys) and Camp 
Bnos (for girls), which are opening their 
30th season on Wednesday, June 28. 
The can1ps, which are located in Fern
dale }Ind Liberty New York, nre spon
sored as a public service by Agudath 
Israel of America. 

51st NATIONAL CONVENTION IN 
ATLANTIC CITY; 3,000 EXPECTED 

The foremost leaders of Orthodox 
Jewry in the United States, Israel and 
Europe will participate in the 51st N·a
tional Convention of Agudath Israel of 
America, which will take place Thanks
giving weekend. November 22-26 in 
Atlantic City. The organization is making 
special arrangements to accommodate a 
turnout of over 3.000 Orthodox activists 
from every part of the United States, 
Canada and Latin America who are 
expected to attend varying sessions of 
the three-day conclave. 

This convention will also select a new 
administration for the movement, since 
the last elections were held at the pre
vious convention two years ago, in 
Novemher 1971. The 1972 convention 
was a special convocation in honor of 
Agudath Israel's 50th anniversary year. 

An Agudath Israel convention is a 
colorful gathering of Orthodox Jews from 
many walks of life and backgrounds, 
joined by a common dedication to the 
principle of the sovereignty of Torah Jaw 
in establishing Jewish policies. Agudath 
Israel of America maintains a broad 
range of constructive projects for every 
member of the family, and its programs 
have been lauded for their combining an 
independent ·rorah viewpoint with a dig
nified representation of Orthodox Jewish 
interests. D 
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CAMPAIGN LAUNCHED FOR MORE FREE TEXTBOOKS 
FROM GOVERNMENT FOR N.Y. YESHJVOS 

A state-wide campaign has been Senate Education Committee (Bill No. 
launched in New York by the Com- S3505), which extends the book-provi-
mission on Legislation and Civic Action sion law to children from kindergarten 
of Agudath Israel of America for the through the sixth grade. He also urged 
passage of a bill to provide free text- that all letters should stress that the bill 
books from the state government for should be effective immediately, and 
Yeshivos and all non-public schools from that its funding should be included in 
kindergarten through the sixth grade, it the supplemental budget for the current 
was announced by Rabbi Moshe Sherer, 1974 fiscal year. 
executive president of the organization. In his statement, Rabbi Shayovich 
Agudath Israel had played a key role in declared: "Unquestionably our efforts to 
the passage in 1965 of legislation pro- obtain justice for non-public school chit-
viding textbooks to non-public schools dren by extending the textbook loan law 
from grades 7-12. After this law was to grades K-12, will arouse the usual 
contested in the courts, the U.S. Supreme opposition of the die-hard extren1ists 
Court upheld its constitutionality. who oppose even minimal government 

In a message to Orthodox Jewish aid to non-public education. However, 
legislative activists throughout New York since the U.S. Supreme Court already 
State, Rabbi Menachen1 Shayovich, ruled that the New York State textbook 
chairman of Agudath Israel's Legislative loan law providing textbooks from the 
Commission, asked that letters be written seventh through the twelfth grades is 
to legislative leaders in Albany and to constitutional, only twisted legal casuis-
local state senators and assemblymen, try can rationalize any constitutional 
urging passage of a bill introduced by attack on granting the same benefits to 
Senator Leon Giuffreda, chairman of the younger children in lower grades." D 

ORTHODOX COMMUNITY MOBILIZED FOR N. Y. C. ELECTION 
The Orthodox Jewish community 

throughout New York City was moliM 
1ized on a local neighborhood level for 
active participation in the community 
school board elections held on May l, 
by a special task force of the Com
ITTission on Legislation and Civic Action 
of Agudath Israel of America. Special 
coordinators motivated the organization 
of Yeshivos-Orthodox Community coali
tions, \Vhich resulted in bringing out a 
large vote of Orthodox Jews, interested 

in safeguarding Jewish comn1unity inM 
terests on these boards, in addition to 
their general concern for community 
welfare. 

The special task force of Agudath 
Israel's Legishltive Commission consists 
of: City-wide coordinator: Rabhi ShJomo 
Fischer, Flatbush-Dr. Bernard Frysh
man. Wilfiamshurglt-Yitzchok Fink, 
.Manhattan - Rabbi A vrohom Pinter, 
Queens-Rabbi Moshe Neuman (Bais 
Yaakov of Queens). D 
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Yereim OrthOdox Chapel 
93 Broadway , Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211 

DIGNIFIED TRADITIONAL SERVICES 
THROUGHOUT THE METROPOLITAN AREA 

Ko~'od 1-foniftur ()h<;crL-ed 

Feel I rec to cull 11<i for OflJ' 

inforrnution regu.rdiny buriu/ n1inhuqirn 

24 hour ~crvice 
Day and Night phone 384-6784 
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A RESIDENT FINISHING SCHOOL DEDICATED TO THE CONCEPT OF 

<1• ,nr.i o•~nn> nn>)£1 1'.::>n n::i nin::i '.::>::> 
OFFERING 

Full Four Year Regents Accredited 
High School Program 
Superb Individually Tailored 
Hebrew Studies Program 
Programs and Instruction in Physical 
Education, Dramatics, Arts & Crafts, 
Homemaking Skills 
Co-Curricular Projects 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

School Choir and Band 
International Student Body 
Landscaped 96 Acre Campus 
Modern Fire-Proof Structures 
Residence Rooms Fully Carpeted, 
With Private Balcony and Bath 
Full Four Season Sports Program 
Day and Overnight School Trips 

Continuing in the principles of its founder, HORAV AVROHOM NEWHOUSE, 

r For Further Information Contact 

11 p·r1irr1ia Bc1is i:vaakC)lJ 

I
I Executive Office: 1415 EAST 7TH STREET, BROOKLYN, N, Y. 11230 • TEL. (212) 375-3533 

Ferndale Office: BAIS YAAKOV CAMPUS, FERNDALE, N. Y. 12734 • TEL. (914) 292-8193 
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